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SHIP MAIL

Dr. A. H. Wortman
Mail posted on board ships going to and from Russia or plying on its lakes and rivers is scarce
but enough material is now in the hands of collectors for a start to be made in classifying and recording
it.
There are two sources of information about early postal arrangements:
Prigara's Russian Post in the Empire, etc., published in Russian in New York in 1941. The chapter
on Steamship Post consists of four pages of letterpress and there are six postmarks illustrated.
The second source is a series of articles in Rossika, beginning in 1964 and giving details of the
early transmission of mail by sea, the various regulations and agreements made between the Russian
Administration of Posts and the shipping companies. This has been extracted from the Postal-Telegraph Journal of 1896, a copy of which was discovered by Kurt Adler. Prigara must have had access
to this Journal as some of the facts he gives are worded similarly.
Our own Society has done its share of research, for as early as 1940 the present writer circulated
to members in this country as part of our Notes and Queries Packet a Record of Ship Postmarks consisting of 16 drawings and a list of about 30 postmarks. The writer also exhibited Imperial Russian Ship
Mail at the Vienna International Philatelic Exhibition in 1965, hoping that interested viewers might write
and thus contribute to our knowledge, but only one letter was received. It is hoped that students of this
subject will send accounts of any discoveries they have made, to be recorded here.
It appears that conveyance of correspondence by steamer in the Baltic Sea began in 1827, when the
steamer George IV owned by an English merchant named Joliffe came to St. Petersburg from London.
This was in May and by August of that year certain rules and regulations wer.:: agreed. The chief item of
interest to us is that mail had to be postmarked and listed in a ledger at the Post O:li.ce on land before
being taken on board. The captain did not have the right to receive any unpostmarked mail for delivery
to London. Thus there was not yet any mail posted on board. It was a common practice for firms
to mark their letters at the top "per So-and-so" naming the steamer, but mail bearing a "per George IV"
inscription has not been seen.
In 1830 the Riga Steamship Company Ltd. was granted a concession for steamers to ply between
Riga, Mitau and Lubeck (according to Prigara), Riga, Libau and Lubeck (according to Rossika) and to
carry correspondence, which also had to be postmarked previously at a Post Office. The same year the
St. Petersburg-Lubeck Steamship Co. Ltd. entered into a similar agreement for two steamers. By 1839
there were three steamers, as may be seen in the illustration (fig. l) of an announcement giving the dates
of sailing of the steamers NASLEDNIK, ALEXANDRA and NICOLAY I. This most valuable information is printed in a letter in the collection of Mr. Denis Vandervelde of London by whose kind permission
we reproduce it. The present writer has three covers each inscribed with one of these steamers' names,
the earliest being a letter from Lubeck addressed to St. Petersburg marked "p. Dampfschiff Nicolay I"
and bearing an arrival mark of the St. Petersburg Town Post POLUCHENO 1833 IIUL 31 VECHER.
Dr. R. Casey also has a set of three covers with these names. Often letters are not inscribed with the
name of a steamer but simply "By Lubeck steamer" in German, French or English. This inscription
has not yet been seen in Russian.
Mons. M. Liphschutz has sent photographs (figs. 2 and 3, see centre pages) of a letter in his collection mentioning the formation of another Steamship Company Limited to ply between Le Havre and
St. Petersburg. The letter is from Le Havre to Paris. There is no evidence that this Company, if it
functioned, ever carried mail, but it is recorded here in case any reader has a cover or other evidence that
it did.
Other named steamers are found on later .correspondence. According to the artic:le in Rossika
No. 66 the following steamer!> carried mail in the Baltic Sea in the 1860's and 1870's:
I.

Between Riga and Pernau:
The PERNOV-and-RIGA, FELLIN, OLGA and LIVONIA.

2.

Between Riga, Windau and Libau:
DAGMAR and KURLAND.
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3. Between Riga, the Baltic Islands and St. Petersburg:
ADMIRAL, LEANDER and ALEXANDER II.
4. Between Riga, Arensburg and Hapsal:
CONSTANTINE.
5. Between Riga, Dubbeln and Schleck:
OMNIBUS.
All the above steamers had letter boxes. The writer has a cover from Riga to Libau marked "p.
Dampfer Dagmar, the IOk. stamp being cancelled LIBAVA 22 MAI 1873 on arrival.
There is the firm's
cachet of origin in Riga on the cover. Other ship letters may be found with no ship's name, but they are
definitely ship letters when there is a firm's cachet of origin and the letter is addressed to another town,
the stamp being cancelled with this town's name on arrival. A few covers like this from Riga to Pernau
are known. The sea route was quicker than the land route which went via Valk.
The actual record of postal handstamped markings begins with the KRONSHTADT PARAKH.
STEAMR. 9 MAIY A 1839 (fig. 4) struck on a letter from St. Petersburg addressed to Huth & Co., London.
It has in addition a framed Gravesend Ship Letter mark and London arrival mark. It has in MS "pr.
Sirius."
When this cover was being sold at auction in 1944 or 1945, the bidding was mounting by halfcrowns to the £4 mark and the late Theo Lavroff thought it was too much. It was a lot to pay in those
days when good No. l 's could be bought for thirty shillings and letters without adhesive stamps were not
valued at all highly. After all, there were hundreds of Huth letters coming on to the mirket and one
could not be sure how many other ship letters like this were likely to turn up. As it happened, none ever
did, and it is the earliest PARAKHOD marking so far recorded.
The Sirius was the first steamship to carry mail across the Atlantic, leaving England on the 31st
March, 1838. We have a record that she was at Kronshtadt later the same year in the diary of George
Simpson, Governor of Rupert's Land. He had gone there to try to settle differences between the Russian
American Company and the Hudson's Bay Company. On the 10th September, 1838, he says "Crossed
the Neva to the Sirius office," and on September 15th:
" .... Started from the Hotel and got on board the Cronstadt Steamer at the English Quay .... Got
to Cronstadt at 1 went on board the Sirius, .. .. fine ship, handsomely fitted up, but badly officered and
manned." The ship weighed anchor at 6 a.m. the next day.
So the Kronshtadt Steamer took passengers and mail from the English Quay at St. Petersburg
to the deeper waters of Kronshtadt where the bigger steamers berthed, and if George Simpson had posted
a letter on board it would have received the postmark which the Huth letter got a few months later.
There is now a gap of many years in our record because the next cancellation is struck on an 8k. of
1875 reading S' PAROKHODOM IZ KRONSHTAD-TA. A later form of the same cancellation with
smaller S' PAROKHODOM without serifs is struck on 3k. stamps of 1883 (fig. 5).
Our record thus commence3 :
Kl.
1839 KRONSHTADT PARAKH. STEAMR. and date.
K2. c. 1875 S' PAROKHODOM 12 KRONSHTADTA.
K3. c. 1883 As K2 but smaller S' PAROKHODOM.
The earliest cancellation to be recorded of a cancellation used from St. Petersburg reads s· KORABLOM [Z S. PETERBURGA, struck on a 2k. of 1875 (fig. 6) in the collection of M. Liphschutz, who
has kindly supplied the photograph. The use of the word KORABL denoting simply "ship·· may show
that the cancellation antedates those with PAROKHOD, and we do not know on which route it was used.
We do however have an example of a cancellation definitely used on the St. Petersburg-Kronshtadt route,
although at a later date. This is in the style of K3, (fig. 7) and cancels the printed 4k. stamp of a stationery postcard in the collection of Mr. J. V. Woollam. There is in addition a postmark of Kronshtadt of
6 May, 1892. The postcard is addressed to Rome.
For St. Peters burg our list so far is:
SPI. c. 1875 S' KORABLOM IZ S. PETERBURGA
SP2.
as K2. No examples recorded yet.
SP3. c. 1892 S' POROKHODOM IZ S. PETERBURGA.
It will be noticed that there are three varieties of spelling of the Russian word for Steamer, the
most usual is PAROKHOD, and the variants are PARAKHOD and POROKHOD, due no doubt to
the similarity in pronunciation of the Russian vowels "a" and "o."
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Prigara mentions two shipping lines which operated on Lakes Ladoga and Onega, the two lakes
being connected by waterways, the St. Petersburg-Volga Company and the St. Petersburg-Petrozavodsk
Company. Forty miles from St. Petersburg along the River Neva and where it flows from Lake Ladoga
the town of Shlusselburg (now called Petrokrepost) is situated. A cancellation reading S'
PAROKHODOM IZ SHLISSELBURGA is shown (fig. 8) on a strip of five 2k. stamps vertically laid,
on piece. This was discovered nearly forty years ago in an attache case full of 2k. and 10k. Russian
stamps all of which were used in the St. Petersburg and Baltic Sea area; many were used in Finland. but
there were no other steamer cancellations. M. Liphschutz also has an example.
There is no means of telling in which direction the steamer was travelling when the cover from
which this item comes was posted on board, that is, either from Shlusselburg to St. Petersburg or in the
other direction to Petrozavodsk.
SHl. c. 1902 S' PAROKHODOM IZ SHLISSELBURGA.
In the next article in this series it is hoped to deal with the cancellations of mail to and from Sweden
and Finland and in the White Sea. The writer would welcome particulars and drawings or photographs
of material in the hands of readers.

CASPIAN SEA SHIP MAIL
W. S. E. Stephen
With the recent acquisition of the Russian Shipping Registry for 1917, it is now possible to shed
further light on the many problems besetting the authors when Part III of the Russian "Used Abroad"
series was written.
·
Little or no information was available on this obscure field , and only gradually is new information
coming to hand. It is therefore felt that this should be made available to the many students who are
now concentrating on the Ship Mail articles, and which may be useful to them in their researches.
A full list of the vessels owned by the Caucasus and Mercury Steam Shipping Company is given
hereunder. It will be noted that many of the vessels are mentioned in Chapter XIII of Part III of "Stamps
of the Russian Empire Used Abroad" under various Shipping Lines. These individual Lines may have
operated special services as subsidiary Lines of the parent company, the Caucasus and Mercury S.S. Co.
Readers of these books are referred to the illustration fig. 330, on page 219, and section 6, Unidentified Companies or Ships, Type 2, Page 223 . It can now be revealed that the very small portion of cancellation shown as fig. 330 (reproduced, with other illustrations from the volume, in the centre pages of this
Journal) belonged to the steamer HADZHI HADZHI AGA DADESHCHEV, of the firm of Naslki Ali
Ahas Dadashcheva of Baku. This firm owned three vessels, possibly all being engaged in the transport
of Moslem pilgrims undertaking the trip to or from Mecca, two of the vessels being larger than average
size of ship employed on the Caspian Sea, but this may be accounted for by the preference shown by
travellers of the period to select the largest vessel available. It will be noted that only four vessels of the
much larger Caucasus and Mercury S.S. Co. could compare with this small concern's fleet
of three steamers.

CAUCASUS AND MERCURY STEAM SHIPPING COMPANY
Name

ABO
ADMIRAL KORNILOV
ALEKSANDR ZHANDR
ARMYANIN
BAKU
BEKETOV
Vel. Kn. ALEKSI
Vel. Kn. KONSTANTIN
Vel. Kn. MIKHAIL
VOLGA
GENERAL KUROPATKIN
Page 6

Port of Registry
ASTRAKHAN
do.
do.
do.
BAKU
ASTRAKHAN
do.
BAKU
ASTRAKHAN
do.
do.

Built
1873
1891
1879

1862
1888
1859
1891
1860
1863
1859
1902

Gross
Tonnage
436

1111
1227
439
727
132
1111

486
391
402

905
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GORIZONT
BAKU
1883
392
DERZHAVJN
ASTRAKHAN
1859
137
DMITRI MILYUTIN
do.
1865
268
do.
1859
ERMOLOV
130
do.
1896
Imp. NIKOLAI II
1473
do.
1896
Imp. ALEKSANDRA
1465
do.
1871
KAZBEK
867
do.
1859
KARAMZIN
133
do.
1860
KASPI
421
BAKU
1901
KIZIL-AGACH
507
ASTRAKHAN
1871
805
KIRGIZ
do.
1866
Kn.GORCHAKOV
268
BAKU
1888
1318
KOLOMNA
ASTRAKHAN
1888
KURER
65
BAKU
1896
LENK ORANETS
504
BAKU
1897
LIZA SOKOLOVA
237
do.
1891
MUKHSAGO
824
ASTRAKHAN
1863
PERMYAK
272
PRESIDENT KRUGER
BAKU
1902
2172
ASTRAKHAN
1902
SKOBELEV
905
do.
1860
429
TAMARA
do.
1888
490
TEHERAN
PETROGRAD
1897
90
TRUD
BAKU
1890
477
TUMAN
ASTRAKHAN
1861
TURKMEN
465
TSESAREVICH ALEKSANDR
do.
1875
903
do.
1871
867
ELBORUS
do.
1884
31
ENZELI
NASL-KI ALI ABAS DADASHCHEVA SHIPPING COMPANY
ASAN DADASHCHEVA
BAKU
1897
1232
HADZHI HADZHI AGA DADASHCHEV
BAKU
1903
1309
KETTE
BAKU
1897
759
Additional to the vessels mentioned above, the following have to be added:RUSSO-CAUCASIAN STEAMSHIP ASSOCIATION, BAKU
ALESGERE
ASTRAKHAN
1894
596
AS LAN
do.
1890
423
DEMOSEEN
BAKU
1902
31 I
EVELINA
do.
1882
808
It will be noted from the above that the partial illustration of fig. 321 in Part III of "Stamps of
the Russian Empire Used Abroad'" can now be identified a~ the EVELINA.
P. V. DODONOV,ASTRAKHAN
BORIS
ASTRAKHAN
1899
270
This may be the fig. 328 of Part III, the only vessel to have the suffix ''IS" contained in the Register,
operating in the Caspian Sea area.
MAHMED ALI GADZHI ABDURAKHMAN USEINOV, ASTRAKHAN
ASTRAKHAN
1898
1213
IVAN KOLESNIKOV
ISRAFIL GADZHIEV, ASTRAKHAN
ASTRAKHAN
1889
696
PARIZIEN
EASTERN ASSOCIATION TRUST, PETROGRAD
BAKINETS
BAKU
1901
472
ISLAM
ASTRAKHAN
1899
683
This latter concern had large interests in the Caspian Sea area, owning 32 vessels under its own
management, whilst it jointly managed further 13 vessels along with the Caucasus & Mercury Shipping
Company.
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No trace can be found of the KOURO-CASPIAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY under this name
in the Register and the five illustrated figs. 323 to 327 in Part II[ of this shipping company may have been
issued to some subsidiary of the Caucasus & Mercury operating under this title as three of its vessels
definitely belonged to the Caucasus & Mercury, whilst the BAKINETS and ISLAM belonged to the
Eastern Association Trust of Petrograd. Ownership of many vessels must have been intermingled and
presents great difficulty in separating the actual owners from those managing the vessels.
It will be noted that many single vessel owners are included in this list. This was a common practice in the period prior to the 1914 War, when many Captains owned their own vessels and either
chartered or found it convenient to have them managed by the larger shipping concerns.
The only missing vessel to be accounted for is the KURSK of the Caucasus & Mercury which along
with the PRESIDENT KRUGER played their part in the transportation of the "Dunsterforce" to Baku
in 1918. It is possible the name KURSK may have been subject of a name change or that she may have
been built after the compilation of the Register in 1917.

RUSSIAN SHIP AND RIVERBOAT POSTMARKS
I. L. G. Baillie

The initiative taken on the pages of B.J.R.P. No. 39 in starting a general survey of steamer cancellations is to be greatly welcomed. · Few of us have many copies in our collections ; the recording of
these holdings in our Journal should, however, enable the general pattern to be clarified.
I divide my own contribution into two groups-firstly the Odessa/Batum marks, which are the least
scarce, and secondly the remainder. It is based on my own collection, plus notes I made a few years ago
on the items in the collections of our Editor and of the late Bill Kethro as well as of the late John Barry,
backed up by comments at that time from Dr. Wortman .
t. ODESSA/BATUM STEAMER CANCELLATIONS
(As Mr. Blomfield in B.J.R.P. No. 39, I shall adopt the Tchilinghirian/Stephen type refs. in Vol. II
of their Russia used abroad books).
Type OB-1: I have no copies, but WECK had one inscribed Odessa-Kerch-Poti 12 Feb. 1876, code
number 1 (following day) and one inscribed Poti-Kerch-Odessa 1 Nov. 1874, code number
unclear (following day). The Vol. II illustration has the latter inscription 7 Sept., 1875,
code number 26 (preceding day). I presume the code letter represents the port, but the
Vol. II route only quotes 23 ports on the Odessa/Batum line-perhaps other ports were
allocated code numbers also?
Type OB-2 : Dr. Wortman once informed me that he has examples of serial numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 on
stamps and covers in the period 1881/1879. I have seen nearly 20 copies, all within this
period (as are Mr. Blomfield's), all inscribed Batum-Odessa, and 3 (serial numbers 2 and
3) inscribed 2 and 3.
Type OB-3 : I have seen 11 copies inscribed Batum/Odessa :Serial No. 1: 5 Dec. 1895 to 16 Mar. 1901 (which exists in at least 2 variants).
Serial No. 2:
Jan. 1899 to 16 Jan. 1900 (Dr. Wortman also has this Serial No.
used in 1898).
Serial No. 3: 14 Nov; 1898 to 19 Aug. 1904.
I have also seen 2 copies inscribed Odessa/Batum :Serial No. 1: 22 Nov. 1903 (as illustrated in Vol. II "Used Abroad" ).
Serial No. 3: 18 Nov. 1901 (P.T.A. collection).
Type OB-4 : This type is particularly interesting because of the large number of serial Nos. which existthe higher numbers are, I believe, relatively uncommon;-! record the following, inscribed
Batum-Odessa :- ·
Page 8
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Serial No. 1:

14.V.1902 (Fig. 1), corresponding exactly to the 7. X. 1903 example illustrated as Fig. 8 by Mr. Blomfield.
In Fig. 2 I show a variant, dated 29.1.1904.
Serial No. 2 : 9.X.1903 (Fig. 3), a variant of the 14.X.1897 design illustrated as Fig. 9
by Mr. Blomfield.
Serial No. 3: 4.Xl.1903, design as Mr. Blomfield's Fig. 10 except that the date plug is
at a different angle (which is not of significance with "fractional date"
type cancellers).
Serial No. 4: 2.XI.1901 (WECK) and 9.XI.1903 (Fig. 4).
Serial No. 5 : 9.IV.1902 (Fig. 5-traced from a pair on piece, collection late John Barry).
Serial No. 6: 12.11.1904 (Fig. 6) and 18.VIII.1904.
Serial No. 8 : 29.III.190. (Fig. 7).
Serial No. 10: 15.1.1898 (Fig. 8) and 14.X.1903 (Fig. 9: a larger variant).
It is of interest to note that Tchilinghirian and Stephen illustrate an l l.l.1905 copy
inscribed Odessa-Batum.

Type OB-5 :

.,

Dr. Wortman informed me that this type occurs from 1911, and has examples to 1924.
The Vol. II "Used Abroad" illustration is dated 3.I.13; the Editor has a strike dated . .
12.19 on !OR. perf. Denikin; John Barry had a strike 29.4.2 on a 3.R Soviet (fig. 10). and
in a B.S.R.P. packet there was a strike dated ...... 25 (code letter g) on JR. imperf. SG449b.
I have only one example (fig. 11): the date is apparently 2.2.20 (the day and the year are
fairly clear, the month less so). The stamp has a genuine Odessa 2 trident. Mr. Tchilinghirian when he saw this example some years ago expressed interest because he considered
that the military situation (the "White" Russians holding the Crimea) made it unlikely
that the Odessa-Batum run could run at that time.
Bill Kethro had copies, code letter g, dated 25.4.13 and 22.6.14 and one, code letter e,
dated . . .. 7.13.
It is worth noting that there are significant differences in the appearance of examples of
Type OB-5, perhaps each code letter being a variant .

OTHER STEAMER CANCEL LATlONS
(a)

Taganrog (- ? -Ker)ch/ Parakhod, serial code I existed in the WECK collection on a pair
of the 7 kop. Arms type grey and red-date (3-Iine type) illegible.

(b)

Parakhod/Nikolaev-Odessa, 4 small dots at each side instead of serial code. 3-line date. I
have a copy dated 11 Oct. 1889 and WECK had one dated 3 Sept. 1913. This canceller has
two features of interest: like (a) and (c). the 4th letter of Parakhod is 'a' not •o·, and like (c)
the 5th letter 'kh' is a 'zh' with the central vertical cut away. Dr. Wortman commented that
this canceller "is very interesting-the distance was so short I wonder that they bothered
to postmark letters."

(c)

Parakhod/ Kherson-Odessa, 3-line date. WECK had a single example of this strike. dated
1 .. . ..... 1893, but neither side was present so I have no information on serial codes.

(d)

Parokhod/Odessa-( ?). serial code 5, fractional date. I have a single example dated
22.6.1902 ; the second port is not present, but the available space suggests Kherson or
Nikolaev rather than Batum.

(e)

Aleksandrovsk-Odessa/Parokh, serial code " b," oval double circle type; Dr. Wortman kindly
gave me a photographic copy of a very fine strike dated 20.10.13 on a 3 kop. Romanov.

(f)

Baku-Enzeli/Parokh, oval double circle type-these are already fully described by Tchilinghirian and Stephen in Vol. III of "Used Abroad' ' so I will not comment further.

(g)

2-g Bielomorskoe/Parokh, serial code "a," oval double circle type; I have a pair of 3 kop.
Arms type with this delightful mark, dated 29.3.13.
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POLAND No. 1 USED IN RUSSIA
M. A. Bojanowicz and A. Droar

POLAND No. I, AN UNUSUAL USAGE
Poland No. I was a local adhesive postage stamp covering postage within the Kingdom of Poland
and from the Kingdom of Poland to post offices in Russia and to Russian post offices abroad (but could
not be used in a vice-versa direction). Therefore if a letter had to be sent abroad, cash payment was
required.
For this reason Poland No. I, used for postage from Russia is extremely scarce and up to now
only one copy has been recorded. It should be noted, in passing, that Russian Railway cancellations
on Poland No. I, used in transit, are for this purpose not considered as being used in Russia (see fig. 1).
Therefore, in the event of a Poland No. I being used in Russia, it must of necessity be considered
in its historical background. Such then is the case of a single adhesive postage stamp illustrated in Fig. 2
of a Poland No. I with the Russian numeral cancellation "409" within a truncated triangle of dots.
Polish cancellations it should be noted are always a numeral within four concentric circles as in
fig. 3.
The numeral "409" was the cancellation given to the postal agency of Buzuluk, in the province of
Samara, fig. 4.
This town was a halting stage for prisoners and Polish patriots deported from Poland after the
abhortive insurrection of 1863.
It so happened that a Polish patriot being sent into exile had recourse to use a Polish adhesive
stamp which was in his possession on a letter at the time of his arrival in Buzuluk.
The Russian postal clerk on receipt of the letter for some unaccountable reason did not detect
the difference between a Russian and a Polish adhesive stamp (fig. 5) and accordingly cancelled the letter
for forward transmission.
(The Polish adhesive stamp has, of course, apart from slight differences in colour, the wording
below the central oval, "ZA LOT KOP IO." whereas the Russian adhesive has the caption "IO KOP:
ZA LOT.")
So here by mere chance we have a case of a Poland No. I used from Russia to Poland.
RUSSIAN AND POLISH MIXED FRANKING
Up to now no mixed franking was known or discovered. We have Russian No. I used in Poland
prior to 1860 with Polish Town cancellations and Polish numbered cancellations which were introduced
before Poland No. I was printed.
But in order to have a mixed franking we must wait until 1863 when an insurrection in Poland
against Russian domination created the necessary historical background for such a mixed franking.
We cannot possibly have a mixed franking of Russia No. 1 and a Poland No. I because the first
one was out of use before the second appeared; however, we could theoretically have Russia No. 2 1•iz.
10 Kop. with watermark, perf. 15, used with Poland No. 1 at the beginning of 1860 when for a short
period Russian adhesive stamps could still be used in the Kingdom of Poland as well as Poland No. 1
which was already valid for postage.
Such a cover was shown at the Centenary Exhibition of Poland in Warsaw during 1960, but it
was extremely doubtful that such a usage could be genuine.
We now come to a cover, the only one which up to now can be regarded as IO0% genuine. This
cover, (see fig. 6) was originally in the famous Faberge Gold Medal collection and was sold, unrecognised,
in a mixed lot during 1940 at the Harmer Auction for a mere £3.
This cover disappeared for over 25 years and only in 1965 was it again found, having turned up
at the Segal Auction in America.
Let us first examine and describe in detail the front of the cover as illustrated. On the left is a
Poland No. 1 uncancelled and at the right hand top corner is a Russian 10 Kop. cancelled with a cherry
red small mute cancellation with three circles and a dot in the centre (fig. 7). The cancellation is struck
very lightly and may not be apparent from fig. 6. Below the Russian adhesive is the St. Petersburg double
circle date stamp used as a transit mark, this is dated 25th December, 1863. Close to the Polish uncancelled adhesive is the Russian double circle "Doplatit," (Postage Due) with the figure" 10" in the centre
denoting that 10 Kops. tax was due for payment.
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The letter was sent by someone in Russia to Moscow where it was delivered on the 27th December,
1863 as the endorsed manuscript denotes, "27th December paid."
Why do we give all these details? Because some knowledge of the historical background of the
date as given on the cover, 1•iz., 1863, is necessary and this explanation confirms the genuine usage of
the mixed franking.
In 1863, the Polish population rose in rebellion against Russian rule to gain their freedom and
independence but the result was unfortunate and the insurrection failed.
The" lllustrated Times•· of London dated 22nd August, 1863 shows line drawings of the two Polish
leaders Marian Lanziewicz and Sigmund Padlewski who led the insurrection. One of these Polish patriots
somewhere en route to Siberia wrote the letter to which by some fortuitous chance he affixed hi!i. maybe,
solitary Poland No. I adhesive stamp and asked somebody to post it for him.
The letter duly arrived at the St. Petersburg Post Office on the 25th December, 1863 and the Postal
employee discovering that the Polish adhesive stamp which was affixed was not valid for franking within
Russia (Polish adhesive stamps, as previously stated, could be used for franking only for mail within the
Kingdom of Poland or to Russia but not vice-versa) and therefore he, quite correctly, endorsed on the
back of the letter in manuscript, "Warsawska marka"/"Warsaw Stamp," and did not cancel the
adhesive as was the case of the previous Buzuluk postal clerk, but applied the double circle "Postage
due" mark which was paid for by the receiver on application to the Post O:fice in Moscow.
The Russian 10 Kop. adhesive stamp was cancelled with an hitherto unrecorded cherry red mute
cancel, probably owing to the holiday period some improvisation wa'> necessary.
Therefore with the manuscript endorsement on the back of the cove; we have the confirmation
that the unused Poland No. l affixed to the cover belong'> to it and that the "Postage Due•· hand-stamp
further confirms the authenticity of the Russian 10 Kop. adhesive being applied to collect the cash from
the recipient.
And so unbeknown to a Polish patriot who be:ng seit into e"<ile, a philatelic impossibility of a
mixed franking of a Russian and a Polish adhesive stamp become, a reality.
A FORGED COVER WITH MIXED FRANKING
Letter fro;n Warsaw to Vilna, then in Russian territory. therefore the cancellation is in Russia!1.
The Russian adhesive stamp, if it belong, to the cover must have bee,1 affixd fir;t , whic'.1 on inspec,ion
appears to be so (see fig. 10).
Some ground for suspicion exists however with the odd tying of the outer circle; but let us ignore
this for the moment.
The Polish adhesive stamp it will be also noted covers ihe right hand side of the Russian adhes've,
therefore making an interference in the use of the inking due to the doubling of the paper when che canceller is used.
Both adhesives are cancelled with the numeral "I" in four concentric circles this numeral being
allocated to the Warsaw office and the Warsaw circular date stamp in Russian, alongside. On the back
of the cover is a rather smudged double circle Vi Ina receiving date stamp.
Now, there are only two periods possible for the contemporary usage of Russian and Polish adhesive being used together.
(a) From 1st Jan. to 1st April, 1860 when Russian adhesives were withdrawn but nevertheless
still valid for postage and Poland No. l was already in use, and
(b) From 1st Feb. to 1st April, 1865 when the first Polish adhesive stamp was withdrawn and Russian adhesives were again introduced.
These two periods and the dates are not confirmed by the date of the cover which is November
on the front of the cover and December on the receiving date stamp for Vilna on the back of the cover.
As we have demonstrated. Polish and Russian adhesives were used together in a third period. during
the 1863 insurrection.
It should also be noted that the normal time for a letter to reach Vi Ina from Warsaw was 2-3 days.
A Polish expert. Zbigniew Milkulski, in an article dated 1958 in "Filatilista; No. 15:· printed in
Warsaw published an article to justify that the cover illustrated above is genuine, stating that after using
a quartz lamp he was of the opinion that he could find nothing to query the cover's authenticity.
He further states that the different kind of gumming would show different reactions under the
quartz lamp but he had not discovered any reaction which would indicate that the adhesive stamps did
not belong to the cover and that any manipulation had been made with a pre-stamp cover to create a
rarity.
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There seems to be no reason for the high franking, as there is no indication that the letter was overweight.
The author of the article further suggests that the explanation for the mixed franking was the idea
of the sender and that the Poland No. 1 had to pay postage to the frontier and the 10 Kop. Russian
adhesive was affixed to pay postage from the Polish frontier to Vi Ina, but in this case it is doubtful whether
the Polish postal authorities would have cancelled both adhesives at the Warsaw office.
Therefore in the light of the above it must be considered that this cover must be treated as suspect.

OUTSTANDING COVERS

C. W. Roberts
Although the two Ukraine covers submitted to us by Mr. C. W. Roberts (Shepton Beauchamp)
are admittedly philatelic in origin, this is almost inevitable, except when an item can be found used on
Money Transfer Card.
(1) COVER BEARING SR. PERF. OVERPRINTED BY TRIDENT KIEV (TYPE 3)
The registered cover from Kiev Post Office, addressed locally, bears a copy of the very scarce SR.
Arms type (perf.) overprinted by Kiev trident type 3. Only 25 of these particular stamps are said to have
been printed, and of those that survive, mint copies are more often seen than used. This particular cover
bears the KIEV "yeh-re" cancellation dated 16.1.19, and has been expertised by U.P.V.
(2) COVER WITH ROMANOV STAMPS OVERPRINTED BY TRIDENT KIEV (TYPE 2gg)
Another local registered cover with the 35k. and 50k. Romanov Tercentenary stamps overprinted
with Kiev trident type 2gg. Only 50 copies of each stamp are believed to exist, and again, used examples
are much scarcer than mint. The stamps are cancelled by the wide double circle postmark KIEV "v•·
15.1.19.

1891, 7R. BLACK AND YELLOW, FRAME DOUBLE
B. A. ·Evans

All collectors will be well aware of the tricks which one·s eyes will play after several hours of scrutinising stamps for varieties and postmarks. It was past 11 p.m. when I started to examine the Rouble
values of a large collection of the "Arms types" I had recently purchased. When I started to get blurred
double vision I decided that it was about time I called it a day!

Having blinked several times I looked again at the 7 rouble value I was examining and tiredness
immediately switched to excitement when I realised that here was a case, not of double vision but of double
printing. The complete black frame of the 7 rouble on horizontal laid paper, issued in December 1891,
was clearly printed double. The double print was particularly noticeable on the interior scroll work but
could also be seen clearly in the doubled lettering and the double frameline at the bottom. The stamp
bore the postmark of the Moscow 5th. Eksped., dated 24. V.1896.
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The "Russie fmperiale" catalogue, published by the Cercle Philatelique France-U.R.S.S. in 1964,
lists the variety as No. 54c., but states that at the time of publication only one example was known of
the variety. The variety is obviously of considerable rarity. To my knowledge there is only one other
similar printing error in Russian 19th century "Arms types" and that is the 1883, 7 kopeck frame printed
double, although this variety is relatively common.
It would be interesting to know if the other known example of the 7 rouble variety is mint or used.
If it is used does it bear a similar place and date stamp, indicating that the two stamps are probably from
the same sheet? Can any members help?
The photograph is by courtesy of Stanley Gibbons Auctions Ltd., who are auctioning the stamp
during the autumn. Very possibly the double printing will fail to show in the block reproduced above
but we will keep our fingers crossed.

NOTES ON 1883-1890 POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES
The purpose of these notes is to describe a number of hitherto unrecorded vaneues found on
Russian postal stationery envelopes from the first two issues of "Period III" (i.e. 1883-1884 " without
thunderbolts" and 1889-1890 "with thunderbolts .. ). These notes are based mainly on the study of the
outstanding collection of Profe:;sor A. S. Monchadski (Leningrad), and to a lesser degree of the collection
formed by Dr. N . V. Luchnik (Obninsk). Catalogue numbers quoted are from Ascher's "Grosser Granzsacher-Katalog" (1928).

VARIETIES OF SlZE
Ascher dcxribes seven size-; of envelopes of this period, viz.:
(e) 146 x 60 mm.
(a) 140 x 58 mm.
(f) 115x80mm.
(b) ll3x 73mm.
(g) 145 x 20 mm.
(c) 145 x 81 mm.
(d) 139 x 113 mm.
There are also three additional small sizes:
(k) 110 x 70 mm.
(h) 95 x 68 mm.
(i) 86 x 68 mm.
In the available literature the collector can also find a mention of a 7k. envelope (No. 32) size "h"
in the Soviet catalogue (1928) and in "Posts of the Empire, etc." by S. V. Prigara (1940). The following
size varieties have also been noted which are not recorded by Ascher :
size h.
5 kop.
No. 28
size i.
size h.
14 kop.
No. 30
size i.
7 kop.
size b.
No. 32
size h.
~ize i.
size k.
All these envelopes are, of course, very scarce. All examples so far :;een have been postally used,
the great part of them bearing the address of the St. Petersburg Minernl Water Co. and were found in
the collection of the late J. Rogevitch who was formerly chief accountant of the Company, and also a
philatelist. Two suggestions can be made as to the origin of sizes "h" and "i." Either they were postally
used proofs, or, they were ordered by the Mineral Water Company for some special purpose. This
seems plausible because the Company had a special relationship with the postal department, for one can
recall private letter-sheets produced for this Company (see Auction Catalogue of the Robson Lowe Sale
of 19th Feb., 1958, Item~ 74 and 75).
A.

B. PAPER VARIETIES
Apart from small variations of shade there exists one 14 Kop. envelope (No. 30b, size "d") on
chamois coloured paper instead of white.
The envelopes studied were all manufactured from watermarked paper which affords an interesting field for research. Ascher and other catalogues say that the diagonal watermark usually runs
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from the top left to the bottom right, and examples are scarcer in the opposite direction. Most sizes
("a," "d," "e," .. f," and "h") have been found with both po:;itions of the watermark, sizes "c," "g," and
"i" only with :,ormal watermark, and size "b" only in with watermark in the opposite direction. It is
probable that the amount of material studied is insufficient to give a firm indication, but the impression
gained is that some size:: show the two types with more or le;;s equal frequency, whilst others are noticeably more common with either the normal, or the opposite, position of the watermark. It should be
added that 1he collector can distinguir.h not two, but four positions of the watermark, becau..e the zigzag lines can run at a different angle depending on the po,ition of the paper used (i.e. normal, reversed,
sideways and sideways reversed). A satisfactory re,;ord of all possible varietie:. for all denominations
and sizes of envelope;;, needs more ma~erial than is available in the collections studied.
C. INVERTED STAMPS
No envelope:; have previously been re,;orded from this period bearing inverted stamps, but examples
certainly exist of seven such varieties with an inverteJ stamp in the lower left corner. These are:
No. 28
5 Kop.
Size "f," "h" and "i."
No. 30
14 Kop.
Size "h"' and "i."
No. 32
7 Kop.
Size "h"' and ''i".
Summing up, one can say there exiGts an appreciable number of Russian stationery items not
generally described in the Catalogues, and it is hoped that these notes will stimulate further research
in this interesting field.

UKRAINE NOTES (3)-KHARKOV
C. W. Roberts
The overprints of this District can be fairly simple or as difficult and interesting as you like. Let
us consider first the small type I.
There is a single handstamp in red-violet or black-violet which is known on the l k., 2k. and 4k.
imperf. and is probably a proof as it is not known used. This overprint is rare. There are also some
special types, but the only one likely to cause any confusion is type 6-the Arnold type-which is not often
seen and only exists on the 35k. and 50k. perf. This is rather larger than the type l overprints-wider,
taller and with a pointed base cap 3mm. deep.
With the above exceptions all Kharkov type I overprints come from 5 stamp handstamps and
of these there are fourteen different, though they do not by any means all exist on every value, in fact
they do not all exist on any value. As all these tridents are different, although sometimes the differences
are slight, and the forgeries are all, I think, from single handstamps, so long as you have at least a horizontal pair you can eliminate many forgeries, as the genuine show different tridents, whilst the forgeries
will usually all be the same and are often out of alignment. You can therefore add to your single stamp
collection by trying to get examples of all 14 handstamps-some you will find are much easier to get than
others.
Then there is the more difficult question of the ink used for the overprints. In Part 3 of .. The
Trident Issues of the Ukraine" I described three types of black ink and then there is of course the violet
ink. This is somewhat of a simplification, the truth being that the original ink was diluted or stretched
progressively.
In the 1956 edition of his Ukraine Specialized Catalogue Dr. Seichter divides the ink into 4 kinds
for the originals and 4 for the "Neudruck" or "Spatdruck," which we can translate as late prints or
reprints (the latter term including private or unauthorised prints). A Mr. Dzenis of Riga is credited
with being responsible for most of these "reprints." You may think that Dr. Seichter is going rather
far in suggesting 8 different inks, but of course, as already pointed out, the ink steadily deteriorated and
inks intermediate between the types given may be found. It is very difficult and in my opinion sometimes impossible to classify the inks accurately in the case of used stamps.
Perhaps the inks should best be described thus:()) The original ink gave a deep black glossy impression, was well inked, somewhat blotchy and shows
through the back as oily yellow.
(2) After a time the ink was thinner, but still homogenous, somewhat similar to (I) but less oily on the
back.
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(3)

The ink was thinner still and gave a fine impression, only slightly glossy and hardly shows through
on the back at all.
(4) Dull to sooty ink, no oiliness and does not show through on the back. Not known used.
Late prints, or reprints.
(5) A sooty ink but glossy where it is on the chalk lines: rather blobby and very fatty, but not yellow
ish. Shows through on the back.
(6) The violet ink.
(7) A very sooty ink (Odessa type): very oily shows through on the back (kopeck value:;). On the
rouble values with type 3 overprint it resembles Indian ink, but is crumbly and does not show through
to the back.
(8) A dry ink, crumbly, almost grey to brownish grey, does not show on the back. This ink was used
to make overprints in every possible way-double, inverted, sideways, etc.-as well on Romanov,
Postal Savings Bank issues and other values and issues that were never put on sale. This is the
private overprint made with borrowed ( ?) original handstamps, the so-called "Dzenis" overprints
(Philatelic). It is known postmarked and on letters. The exact category of stamps with this ink
is not clear in every case as the inks overlap.
There should be a considerable difference in value between overprints with the various inks, as
the original first two types are usually far rarer than the later ones. Type 3 is a different matter and
should perhaps be priced separately. Some of the commoner values may be worth a little more with this
reprint ink than the originals, but apart from the 25k. and 35k. imperf. stamps with this late ink should
not be catalogued above 10/-.
The Kharkov Type 1 handstamps were never broken up, and it is re;:,orted that eventually they
were filed down and then engraved to produce the PYb handstamps (Postmaste;-s Provisionals). As
the Romanov issue, as well as rouble values, may be found with genuine type 1 overprints. these must
have been done one at a time and so usually there are trace, of an adjoining trident to be seen. Such
stamps were overprinted with type 8 ink only. as were the following value, which were no: o.-lginally
overprinted:lmperf. 4'.c, 20:C., 25k., 50k. and 70k.
These are all Dzenis overprints. At times his stamp-"Dzenis Riga" may be found on the back of some
of his efforts.
Kharkov types 2 and 3 were both applied with triple vertical hand5tamp:; and in each case there
were three of them. Once again in no case was any handstamp applied to all the rouble value, though
all 3 handstamps of each value were used on some values. Dzenis reprints (type 8 ink) of Kharkov type
3 exist on some kopeck values and War Charity stamps as well as Rouble values and Romanov lk. and
10/7k. but I have not seen Kharkov type 2 so used (or misused?).
TRANSCAUCASIAN NOTES (2)
P. T. Ashford

With so much interest now being taken in Russian Domestic Shipping Lines during the Imperial
era, the recollection of an unusual Transcaucasian ship cancellation comes to mind, spotted some years
ago by Mr. Kurt Adler in the A. Kotlar collection (U.S.A.). This consisted of a rectangular cancellation
impressed in green ink reading PAROKH. KRIMSKO-LINII-KAVKAZSK dated 22.5.10 (see illustration in the centre pages) on I k. and 3k. Arms type stamps. The cover on which these stamps appear
emanated from NOVII AFON, but presumably the letter was posted on board a steamer en route for
Poti, since the cover bears a POTI KUTAIS G. postmark dated 25.5.10, finally arriving at its destination
in Paris on 16.6.10. A most interesting little gem well deserving record.
An unusual Georgian item shown to the writer recently by Mr. F. E. A. Eades consisted of a perforated 40k. "St. George" stamp of Menshevik Georgia overprinted in black, apparently by lithography
with an interlaced five-pointed star, and the date 27.1.1920 beneath. Neither of us had seen such an
item before, and though it must certainly be bogus, it would be interesting to hear if other readers possess
-copies.
In the course of an interesting correspondence with Mr. Alfred F. Brack (U.S.A.) whose fine collection of Batum was a feature of the London International Exhibitions of 1950 and 1960, a cover from
this Black Sea port was the subject of much interest. Addressed to Bern, Switzerland, and unregistered,
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the cover was mailed on 12th July, 1920, a date of special interest since the Georgian Government forces
were allowed to re-occupy Batum district, relieving the departing British troops, on 7th July. The cover
bears a l 5R. stamp of the Second "British Occupation" Issue, and also (at top left, but left uncancelled)
a 60k. Georgian stamp. Thus it would appear that "British Occupation" stamps were still acceptable
to prepay postage on that date, although it is clear that the writer was taking no chances! Stamps of
the Second "British Occupation" issue are very scarce on cover, but to possess a cover with such a "late
date" as well is indeed an achievement!
In the collection of Mr. Alex Droar (Surrey) is an interesting cover sent from Batum to Chios in
December 1891. The !Ok. Arms type stamp bears an oval double line cancellation of the "R.O.P.i.T."
type dated 30.12.91,and there is a Chios arrival marking in black. The question is whether the R.O.P.i.T.
office at Batum functioned independently from the Batum Head Office and Railway Station P.O. in IR9I.
On the evidence of this cover, if our reading of the date is correct, this seems to be the case. Has a
reader come across any other example of this cancellation used at the same period?
Mr. Hans lrmaM-Jacobsen (O.;lo) recently forwarded a piece on which are stuck a "set" of the
Armenian Erivan pictorials in "unissued designs" (viz: SR. yellow; 300R. orange; 400R. brown; SOOR.
red; JOOOR. blue; 2000R. violet; 3000R. green, 4000R. dull red; 5000R. vermilion; 10,000R. light brown).
These are cancelled by a fake Erivan "TSE" postmark dated 3. 10.22 (see illustration in the centre pages)
of a type not previously recorded. The piece bearing the stamps is noted to the effect they were purchased from L. Kern, Vienna, 17.7.23.
Dr. R. Ca~y (Orpington) has recently acquired a card showing two strikes of the oval postal wagon
cancellation for the Sachkheri-Shorapan line, dated 5.9.10. This was listed as an un-numbered route
in the article on the Transcaucasian Railway published many years ago in B.J.R.P. 18, but Dr. Casey
states that where the number would normally appear, the space is occupied by a black rectangular blob,
which seems to block out a number beneath (?2-1). He wonders if a number was allocated to this line,
but subsequently cancelled. Would this be a possibility?
SOVIET MOTOR SHIPS ON THE DANUBE
We were recipients of two interesting covers sent by Dr. Va'isil Stoyanoff, from Russe, Bulgaria
in October, 1966, which bore cachets applied by two Soviet motor ships, the T/KH "AMUR" and T/KH
"DUNAI" ("Danube"). These two ships completed a season running from Vienna to lzmail along the
Danube, but passengers could evidently transfer to other Soviet vessels (MS "ADJARIA";
MS "OSSETIA"; or MS. "BELINSKI'') if they wished to be taken on from Izmail to Odessa, or Yalta.
The journey from Vienna to Izmail took some five days, the motor ships calling, as indicated on the large
cachets impressed on the covers, at Bratislava, Budapest, Belgrade. Turn Severin, Giurgiu, Russe and
Galatz en route.
Despite the appearance of the covers illustrated in the centre pages, there was no actual post office
aboard the steamers. mail presumably being cacheted by the purser and posted at stops en route. Covers
handstamped on "AMUR" are impressed in red, whilst "DUNAI" handstamps are in violet ink.
1924 LENIN MOURNING ISSUE-FORGERY
B. A. Evans
The survey of the 1924 Lenin Mourning Issue in the last issue of the Journal did not mention a
third known forgery of these stamps. R. Sklarevski in Rossica Journal No. 67 mentioned these forgeries
but as they were not illustrated, readers may like to see photographs.
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As I only have one example of each value it would be best if I quoted directly from Mr. Sklarevski's
description:
"Recently I came across another type of counterfeits, which I will call Type 3 and which until now
I have never seen nor heard of. As I write this r have in front of me two large blocks of 18 (9 x 2)
stamps, which may be described as follows:
'"First of all the stamps are on very white paper, have white gum (as in Type I), except-"First strip consists of a top row of 9 of 3 kop., with a 7-½mm. margin on the
left, and a bottom row of 9 of 20 kop. stamps, with a margin of similar size. ft appears to me that originally the block consisted of 20 (10 x 2) stamps, from which a vertical se tenant pair of 3 and 20 kop.
stamps was cut off (from right margin), because the stamp on the extreme right has a m,ugin of only
Imm. The horizontal spacing between stamps is 2~mm. The bottom row is separated from the top
row by 41 to 4½ spacing.
"The 2nd strip of 18 is similar to the one previously described, except the top row consirn of nine
12 kop. stamps, while the bottom row has the same number of 6 kop. stamps. In this strip I assume
that the 10th stamp of each row (stamp on the left) was cut off."
SIZES
PAPER
GUM
Counterfeit
I
(201-21) x 26mm.
white
white
II
(20½-21) x (25-25l)mm.
greyish
no gum
III
(21½-21¾) x 28mm.
white
white
"The highest vertical dimension of any of the genuine stamps and Types I and If of the counterfeits is 26½mm. This is a fact which has been confirmed by many students of Russian stamps and has
never been disproved."
The immediate point of recognition therefore, of this type of forgery is the overall vertical measurement which is I ½-3mm. higher than either of the other two forgeries or of any variety of the genuine.
My copies of this forgery were acquired earlier this year. Mr. Sklarevski first reported their exist- ence in 1964. Previously they were apparently unknown and unrecorded. This suggests that, unlike
the other two known forgeries, which first appeared in the later 1920's, the 3rd type are a comparatively
recent production.

MINIATURE SHEETS OF THE SOVIET UNION (3)

A. S. Waugh
RELIEF OF LENINGRAD BLOCK
This wartime miniature sheet commemorated the liberation of the second city of the U,S.S.R.
The Siege of Leningrad was the longest seige ever endured by a modern city, lasting thirty months from
September 1941 until January 1944. Out of a population of more than three millions, over a million
died from shellfire and starvation that resulted from the bombardment and encirclement by the German
armies.
Issued during December 1944, the block comprises four imperforate 30k. stamps, each in the
design of the previous Hero City issue, one value of which was for Leningrad and issued the previous
March. The design by A. Mandrussov, shows in allegorical style, a silhouetted city skyline defended
by the heavy guns of the Baltic Fleet. The size of the block is 14 x 11 centimetres, printed in blackishgreen on unwatermarked paper by the screened photogravure process. The text is printed by typography in Russian with the date of Liberation (21 January 1944) at the top, and the words "City of Leningrad entirely free of the enemy Blockade" at the base.
Two main types of this sheet are catalogued; Type I, with the hyphen centre of date and the length
of type 26mm. long. Base typematter 45mm. in length; and Type 2, has the hyphen to the left. Date
is 27mm. long and the base text is 46mm. (see illustrations in the centre pages). Some differences in paper
are to be noted, and varieties of colour, in this war-time production. On some printings the three frame
lines appear as dots. Recorded are specimens with double impression and reversed text. As singles,
stamps from the sheet measure 33 x 22mm. as against 32 x 22mm. on the perforated commemoratives,
thus proving that the original design was modified to produce the miniature sheets.
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STALINGRAD BLOCK
A?iil 1945 witnessed the issue of the second war-time miniature sheet by the Soviet Postal Authorities honouring the heroic city of Stalingrad. This struggle, which lasted from 13th September, 1942 to
the 2nd February, 1943, was one of the great turning points of the war, resulting in surrender of the entire
German Sixth Army, but also the destruction of the city, now known as Volgograd.
The block of 4 x 3 Rouble stamps, reproduced the design by V. Klimashin for the two perforated stamps issued previously in March, featuring. "a Soviet soldier holding a red flag high amid the ruined
city" and inscribed "Stalingrad Hero City 2.2.43-2.2.45" (the second anniversary of victory). Produced
in red and brown by two colour photo-lithography, the Imperforate sheet is inscribed by typography
in Rus5ian, "Immortal is the Glory of Stalingrad."
The size of this block is 10 x 14 centimetres, and it is printed on the usual unwatermarked paper.
The sheet can be found printed on both thick and thin papers, coated with both a white gum and with
a yellow gum, giving rise to a whole range of varieties, especially when combined with both light and
dark shades of both colours, of special interest to the specialist. More important in the same field, it
is recorded with displaced printing, double impressions. double red printing impression, and finally with
text reversed.
JUBILEE BLOCKS FOR SOVIET POSTAGE STAMPS
The quarter-centenary of the first issue of Soviet Postage Stamps occurred in 1946 and was duly
commemorated by an is,;ue of three perforated designs issued in November of that year. The same three
designs incorporating various Soviet stamp issues were reissued as three miniature sheets in June 1947.
These designs by E. Dubassov were made into Imperforate blocks of four, one sheet for each design,
4 x 15k. (red and black) map of the U.S.S. R., railway train, ship, aircraft, and nine stamps featuring heroes
of the recent war. 4 x 30k., reproducing the 40 Rouble engraved top value of the 1921 series, and finally
4 x 60k. (green and black) with no less than 17 recognisable stamps thereon.
Size of Blocks, 13.5 x 10 centimetres, printed by photo-lithography. Typographed inscriptions
in black reading at the top in Russian, "25 anniversary of Soviet Postage Stamps," and at the base, the
dates "1921-1946," and the words in Russian, "Jubilee Issue." The 30k. Block is known without text,
and both the 30k. and the 60k. blocks with the text reversed, although these are the only recorded varieties.
An exhibition of Soviet stamps was organised by the Central Postal Bureau in Moscow, from 7th of
November to 6th December, 1947, in connection with the Jubilee, and a special commemorative cancellation wa~ in use at the exhibition for the duration and was applied to these stamps and blocks. An
example of this cancellation is shown in the relevant illustrations to this article (see centre pages).
29th ANNIVERSARY OF REVOLUTION BLOCK
June 1947 was also the occasion for a belated issue of a miniature sheet commemorating the 29th
Anniversary of the October Revolution, observed in November 1946. Using the same design as the
stamps issued at the time of the anniversary (2 x 30k. orange and green, both imperf. and perforated)
this block has 4 x 30k. orange imperforate stamps in a format of I O x 13 centimetres, printed on unwatermarked paper by the screened photogravure process, from the design by P. Platonov (see illustrations in
centre pages). Above the stamps is a representation of the Arms of the U.S.S.R., printed by typography
in the same colour. Single stamps from this block can be distinguished from the Imperforate issue of
the previous November in two ways, the size being 37mm. from the block, and 36.5mm. from the sheet
of 9 x 9 stamps. Secondly, an examination of the photogravure screen or graticule which proves to be
vertical from the block, but horizontal from the regular sheet issue. thus proving that the block was specially made for the occasion. There are no recorded varieties.

LIBRARY
Mr. E. C. Combridge (Hon. Librarian) wishes to acknowledge gifts to the Library comprising
copies of "The London Philatelist"; "Manchu and Muscovite" by B. L. P. Weale (letters from Manchuria
in 1903); and "The Real Siberia" by John Foster Fraser (a journey across Siberia in 1901 ).
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OBITUARY
SIMON D. TCHILINGHIRIAN
It was a severe shock for many members to learn of the passir.g of
Simon Tchilinghirian, at the age of 66 years, on I Ith July, 1967, at Montreux.
Switzerland. To Mrs. Helene Tchilinghirian, we offer our deepest sympathy.
We knew Simon had been troubled by a rheumatic complaint sir.ce
the autumn of last year, and that he had to enter hospital in June a~ he was
not responding to treatment from his own doctors. Although it was anticipated that his full recovery might take time, his condition was not suspected
to be serious, and the news of his death shocked his many friends in the
Society.
Nothing could be more of an understatement to say that his death
is a severe blow to Russian philately. As a philatelic scholar he was preeminent. With him, philately was not just a hobby; he had been an ardent
devotee all his life. He used to recollect receiving stamps on cover, during
the early twenties from relatives in the Caucasus. where they were associated
with the world famou-.; manganese mines at Tchiatury, Georgia. He hardly
forgave himself for trimming off a pair of Daghestan stars from a cover he
received in this way. From a philatelist to an authority on Russian stamps
was but a. short step for one endowed so intellectually; and 1925 saw Simon's
first contribution to the English philatelic press, when an article on the Stamps
of Soviet Georgia was published in Gibbons· Stamp Monthly, characteristically signed not by name, but by the initials "S. D. T." It is typical of Simon's
work that this article, written at a time when the stami,s themselves wc;e
only just coming in and information about them hardly complete. can be
read today as a valuable reference. The late William E. Hughes identified
Simon as the author after a search of thirty years during which the initials
had been a constant source of perplexion, and at a B.S.R.P. meeting in 1952.
insisted that Simon should sign it in full. which he smilingly did.
The writer's friendship with Simon Tchilinghirian commenced in 1949 when we had both recently
joined the Society. He then resided in Beirut, and be;:ause we were both intere:;td in T.-a'lscaucasian
philately mail quickly began speeding between L~banon and England. For Simon, this meant a onci:, or
even twice weekly letter of up to twelve large closely typewritten pages. For my part, practically the
whole of each Sunday was taken up in similar, if shorter, reply. There could be more voluminous philatelic correspondences extant. but after about five years of thi". sort of pai:e, I somehow do:ibt it. 0Jt of
this marathon was born, between 1953 and 1960. the series of five volume, on the stam:,; of Armenia.
Simon richly deserving the lion's share of any credit. At a time when book reviews in "Gibbo:is· Stamp
Monthly" hardly exceeded a few lines, the late Stanley Phillips wrote an astonishingly praise·.vorthy review
of nearly two whole columns on Part I Armenia, which was immensely satisfying to Simon.
Next. in collaboration with W. S. E. Stephen. came the finest series "Stamps of the Ru,sian Empire
Used Abroad." Its six volumes. in all 576 pages. all published within three years, de,ervedly won for
the authors the Royal Philatelic Society's ·-Crawford Medal." surely the most sought afte~ award philatelic
literature can offer. The publication of this outstanding series was itself a turning point in Russian philately. Although interest had been gathering strength for quite a decade. the Used Abroad series ensured
that the stamps and postal history of the Imperial era moved into the front rank of popularity. These
volumes. coupled with the seven years of .. Used Al.,road Chronicles•· which have appeared in our Journal
constitutes a vast encyclopaedia of knowledge for which we will be continually grateful.
As though all this were not enough. there are the recent excursions (with Bill Ste;,hen) into the
"Stamps of Austria Used Abroad" (six volumes published: one still at the printers; and Part VfH still
only in the preliminary stage of compilation). and (with R. A. Bernadelli) .. Stamps of ftaly Used Abroad''
(in five volumes).
We have been happy to welcome Simon to B.S.R.P. gatherings on three occasio:is, and at these
times he was able to visit some of us in our homes, offering us the most valuable advice when we had
the pleasure of showing him our collections. His approach to philatelic items was essentially that of a
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true student ; ownership wa5 unimportant-the essence wa5 to share, to appreciate, and to record the
information.
Simon Tchilinghirian will be sorely missed in our circles, in England, on the Continent, and in
the U.S. Nevertheless, his writings will serve as a permanent monument to his genius, and we can only
be grateful that he chose Russian philately as a subject to which he gave so much time.
P.T. A.
The passing of Simon Tchilinghirian is an immense loss to our Society as well as to philatelv in
general. His first article for our Journal was on the Kashgar Russian Po3t Office, in B.J.R.P. No. 4,
while Will Huddy and I were editing and we knew at once that the Society had acquired an erudite pioneer
in rese-.arch and moreover one who could write in faultless English although it wa5 not his native language.
The full extent of his linguistic knowledge was revealed later during the course of years of correspondence.
He knew, or at least could read, a dozen language;, and I treasure his notes on the translation of Chinese
bi-lingual postmarks, the Chinese, Uigur and Tibetan beautifully written.
We met on only a few occasion,;, but he always radiat.ej per:,onal warmth and a lively enthmiasm
for the parts of our hobby on which he wa5 so e.xpert. Th05e of us who knew him have lost a very dear
friend.
A. H. W.
W. E. TWEEDALE
We are very sorry to record the passing, earlier this year of our member Mr. W. E. Tweedale, of
Lower Willingdon, Eastbourne. Invariably in attendance at the annual Philatelic Congress, he will be
sadly missed both at Congress and at meetings of our own Society. His collection of Russian material
was a general one, and he also collected Great Britain, United States, as well as British possessions.

CORRESPONDENCE
Professor 0. Winterstein (Zollikon, Switzerland) writes to advise that he has found a copy of the
"Broken 10" variety of lOk. Imperial Russia (stamp No. 21) (see B.J.R.P. No. 35, page 14) used on cover.
The stamp bears a clear single cilcle cancellation of ALEKSANDROV, 11th June 1874 (date in three
lines) (probably Aleksandrov, Near Lodz) and the cover also shows an arrival postmark of WARSAW,
of the same date. There is a further date by handwriting and private datestamp of 22/23 June 1874 (new
style). The flaw is similar to the second example illustrated in B.J.R.P. 35.
Some amendments are necessary to the listing of certain "prices realised" in the "Auction Notes"
(B.J.R.P. 4(;, pages 29 and 30). The realisations should have read :
£14; £11; £12.
Robson Lowe Ltd. : Sale of 14th Sept., 1966:
Robson Lowe Ltd.: Sale of 7th Dec., 1966:
£21; £13/10/-; £13/10/-; £7; £12/10/-; £5;
£11; £9/10/-; £8/10/-; £50; £3; £2/10/-.
Mr. Boris Pritt (Eastcote) sends us some further additions to the Table~ of Prisoner-of-War Cards
published in B.J.R.P. 39 which he has noted in the collection of Dr. A. H. Wortman. Detail!J are in the
same format as used in the original article:

Colour Date
Post
district

Printing

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Remarks
Misprints
Petrograd

Pia
R6c
R9a
R9b
Rll

P.p.-t.
Posthorn
Sar.
p.-t. okr.
Turk.
p.-t. okr.
Turk.
p.-t. okr.
Khar'Kov
p.-t. okr.
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R

19/9/16

4.2

4.2

5.7

3.S

4.0

2.5

½Kop. 3L.

R

4/4/18

5.0

5.9

6.9

3.2

4.4

2.7

4L.

R

30/12/16 5.2

4.2

6.75 3.3

4.2

2.5

½Kop. 3L.

R

31/1/17

5.05 4.2

6.75 3.3

4.2

2.5

½Kop. 3L. Car to tek. (9)

R

28/3/17

4.5

4.3

2.6

1 Kop. 4L.

4.4

7.0

4.3

9 Different
10 as R6b
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Rlla

Khar'Kov
p.-t. okr.

R

17

5.6

4.8

6.5

5.0

4.8

2.9

} Kop. 4L.

9 Different
10 Different
s upside down in (7)

Rl 2a

R

14/5/17

6.1

5.9

8.8

3.7

4.2

2.6

3L. Special issue for
Ger;nany.
Deu 'chland.
ef (6) Tobolsk

Rl 5a

R

4/4/16

7.3

5.2

10.2

3.6

3.8

2.3

3L. prenem (6)
destinotion (7)
P.O.W. Camp
Spasskoe

R

Rl 22

11/10/15 4.3

5.2

7.0

3.6

3.4

2.1

in

J Kop. 3L. camp Skotowo
Vladivostok

R

3/10/15

4.4

5.2

7.0

3.5

3.6

2.1

R4c

Kamennoe B
Tversk.Gub.
1916g.

16/7/16

7.7

5.9

8.6

2.5

3.0

3.7

Rll

Kaz. P.O.

B

18/8/17

6.0

5.1

8.8

3.1

2.1

3.3

I Kop. 4L. 3 in Italics

Rl2

Perm. P.O.

B

15/8/17

6.1

5.1

8.4

3.1

2.7

3.4

½ Kop. 4L. 3 in Italics

B

1/12/15

7.6

8.0

9.9

3.1

3.2

4.0

½ Kop. 4L. Dauria

9.0

6.6

Rl 23

Rl 18
Rl 19

B

2/11/16

2.65 3.2

½ Kop.

3L. 6 and 7 in Italics
Camp Razdolnoe
near Vladivostok
Moscow
3L. Capte (5)

3L. Note: Columns 4
and 2, 5 and 3,
printed as one
line' Omsk.

Mr. El'ic Parsons (Tadwor•h, Surrey) writes in reply to M1 . Pritt"s re'.jucst for Censor numbers
allocated to Siberian towns, and can add Nos. 4 and 5 to OMSK. Presumably No1. 2 and 3 were also
allocated to the town, but Mr. Parsons has no actual evidence of this. Mr. Parsons ha:; also come across
a cover bearing a block of t:;ight and a pair of the 2R. green (imperf.) (S.G.326) of the first U.S.S.R. issue
(Agricultural Exhibition). The stamps are cancelled KIEV 17.8.23, and the cover was datestamped
LONDON 26.8.23, and (registered) 27.F.23, on arrival in this country. As Mr. Parsons points out, the
catalogues state that the issue was sold between 19.8.23 and 15.9.23 at certain town\> (including Kiev).
On the face of this evidence it does seem that some stamps were sold prior to the appropriate date of i~sue.
Can any other members cite similar examples?
·
Mr. L. Tann (Hendon) has come across some further information on the Currency Stamps (B.J.R.P.
40). Mr. H. F. Myers has shown him a block of four of 1k. on I k. (without the eagle) with the inscription
inverted in relation to the face. Also, the surcharge was added, even before March 1917, since attempts
were made to make the I k. and 2k. look like the earlier 15 and 20k. stamps. In order to defeat this,
the stamps were overprinted on the face in such a way as to make this type of forgery impossible. Later,
the Kerensky administration merely removed the eagle. The Imperial Govt's surcharge (Jan.-March)
was the thin " l " and Kerensky's the thick, blotchy " I."
Mr. Hans Irmann-Jacobsen (Oslo) also raises a question of dates of issue, this time of the first and
second Soviet issues (as opposed to the first issue of the U .S.S.R.). Mr. R. Sklarevski has written these
issues up recently in Rossica Nos. 66 and 67, and mentions (page 70 in No. 67) that his earliest cancellations are dated September 1921. Mr. lrmann-Jacobsen has found a copy of the lO0R. cancelled PETROGRAD 28.8.21, and would naturally like to know if an earlier date has been found. He also has two
further lOOR. stamps cancelled MOSKVA 3.9.21, and a lOOOR. bearing the similar cancellation.
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Mr. H. F. Myers (London) advises us of an interesting cover from the period of the German Occupation of the Ukraine in 1942. Bearing a "Hitler Head .. overprinted "Ukraine" the letter was sent by
the District Commissar from LlTlN (WINNITZA) in Soviet Ukraine and is dated 21.8.42. The envelope
is made from an official poster in Ukrainian which translates, "Work carefully, if you work harder, your
wages will be better. Look after your cattle, your house and your garden. Those who will not work
will lose their house and garden, and will be punished and sent to a working camp."
Mr. B. A. Evans (Leicester) mentions five items from the collection of Dr. R. Casey in connection
with the changes in name of St. Petersburg to Petrograd and to Leningrad.
I. DYBUN S.P.B. postmarked 20.8.14 to Copenhagen 13.9.14 with Barry type I Petrograd censor
and wax Petrogradskya Voennaya Tsenzura. Apparently only a day or two after the changeover.
2. Several covers with similar wax seals for September, 1914.
3. Cover to Tonbridge 30.11.14 with S.P.B. 34 otd. postmark but bright new Petrograd 34 otd.
postage due mark in red.
4. Cover to Finland 2.4.15 with Petrograd 6 postmark and ST.P.6 otd. registration label. (Dr.
Casey comments that St.P. postmarks go well into 1915.
5. Cover Leningrad-London 12.1.26 with registration label overprinted Leningrad on Petrograd.
In the centre pages are shown two types of field post office cancellations ("POLEVOE POCHT.
OTDLENIE 8 (I)"' and "POLEVOE POCHT. KONTORA (I)" both dated 17 JUN. 1878) and a large
wax seal to be found on a most interesting cover, of the period of Russian Post in the Danubian Principalities, owned by Dr. Va~sil Stoyanoff (Russe). Similar cancellations are illustrated in Part l of "Stamps
of the Russian Empire Used Abroad" (page 79).

AUCTION NOTES
W. S. E. Stephen
There has been an abundance of material to suit all tastes at Auction Sales over the last six months,
prices ranging from a few pounds to £3,000.
Undoubtedly the outstanding lot to be sold was at Robson Lowe Ltd., London on May 25th. 1967,
when Lot 216 was sold. This consisted of a magnificent and unique assembly of the Romanoff Ter.:entenary issue which fetched the estimated price of £3,000. comparing favourably with the £2,250 paid
for a similar collection at the Goss Sale of February, 1958.
This sale also contained over 70 lots of Zemstvo issues from almost all the issuing offices, these
finding a ready market and every lot ,;old far in excess of the auctioneers' estimates. Collectors of Zemstvo
issues are strongly advised to secure a copy of this catalogue of May 25th, 1967 which is lavishly illustrated and many varieties and rarities included. There can be no doubt that it is much easier to sell than
to buy stamps at the moment.
Robson Lowe Ltd., London. December 7th, 1966
Lot
Realisation
903 1904-08 Post Offices in China lOk. block (4 x 2), overprinted in blue, slightly
stained, with A. Brun certificate stating that it is an "essay of colour" (8)
£50
909 Russian Levant
1863-66, the study with thin paper 6k. pale blue (2) and 6k. deep blue, sheet of four,
very fine, thick .chalky paper 6k. blue (2) and thick cartridge paper, sheet of four (13) £87 / 10/910 1863-66 Thin paper 6k. pale blue, first printing sub-type D, large margins used on
piece with strike of the Constantinople c.d.s. in blue, very fine, also sub-type A, of
fine appearance but defective. (2).
£ 150
Robson Lowe Ltd., London. May 25th, 1967
216 Essay and Proof. 1913, an extraordinary and unique collection of the Romanoff
Tercentenary issue formed by the director of the Imperial Printing Works in Petrograd-R. Zarrins, whose descendants are now resident in Switzerland.
The original designs were mostly the work of the leading Russian artists of their
time, Lanceray and Bilibin and the dies were engraved by F . Lundin and P. Xidias.
The first essays were not approved and four of the portraits were engraved by F.
Schirnbock in Vienna.
The collection includes one original drawing by Zarrins for the 10 kopecks together
with a photographic reproduction of stamp size mounted on one card which is
endorsed in red crayon by the Tsar Nicholas II "nehorocho" (unaccepted) and to
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which the Vice-Minister of the [nterior. senator Krizchanovsky has added (in
Russian) "this is the writing of His Majesty."
Further there are 36 of the photographic reductions in blue (stamp size) of the Zarrins'
drawings, 827 die proofs and plate proofs of essays and issued stamps, some being
progressive and others prepared as colour trials, 16 proofs for postal stationery and
the approved stamps as issued in seventeen blocks of four. Many of the items are
in themselves unique, and the "tout ensemble" forms a lovely and fascinating exhibit.
(925)
307 Russian Levant
1865-67 horizontal network, 2k. rose and blue, a very fine corner block cancelled
"783" (Beyrout) in blue (4)
The feature of this sale was that all Various Lots of Russian Overprinted, etc.,
exceeded the estimates for each lot.
Lot
296 ARMENIA: (351)
297 AZERBAIJAN: (69)
298 CAUCASlA (28), GEORG[A (56), NORTH WESTERN ARMY (10) and SOUTH
RUSSlA (42) and others (226)
299 CRETE (287)
301 UKRAINE (182)
302 UKRAINE (87)
303 CHINA (70)
309 LEVANT (140)
310 LEVANT including Gen. Wrangel's Refugee Post (273)

£3,000
£110

£70
£16
£17
£42
£11/10/£36
£22
£32
£50

Rigby Postal History Auctions Ltd., Bournemouth. Sale of January 6th, 1967
Lot
Realisation
1164 Russia (China): 1902 card from Port Arthur used to Germany
£11
1165 Russia (China) card used from TIENTSIN
£10
Sale of February 3rd, 1967
1185 Russia 20 pa. p.s. card used from S[NOP
£40
I 186
1912 Envelope used from CHlO
£9
Sale c.f March 31st, 1967
814 Rusiia: 1898 7k. p.s. envelope. supplemented by a strip of three lk. adhesive:,, a 11
cancelled by a large oval framed "Field Post on manoeuvres" d.s. in bright
blue.
Backstamped for receipt at Uithutzen.
£36
831 1914- 3k. p.s. card supplemen1ed by a lk. adhesive, the two stamps sharing an oval
double ringed BLAGOVYESCHENSK-PAROKH of Russian Volunteer
Fleet to Germany.
£16
(Possibly u~ed from ZEYA river?)

REVIEWS OF NEW LITERATURE

The Journal of the Ros.,ica Society of Russian Philately. No. 72, 1967.
Edited by Dr. G. B. B011dare11ko-Salisb11ry, 49th wd Locust Streets, Philadelphia, Pa .• 19139. U.S.A. 103
pages and I map.
Another most excellent is$ue of our sister Journal is now to hand containing well over a hundred
pages of valuable articles.
Boris Shishkin writes interestingly on '"Stamps of the Russian Civil. War Period 1918-1922," a
subject that begs for more attention, but it would seem that only a few collectors are able to advance
our knowledge in this particularly interesting field. So far they have tended to remain silent, perhaps
an indication of the difficulties involved in adequately writing up this subject. Mr. Shishkin finds himself
in similar difficulties, for he only mentions but a few of the many Postmaster Provisionals. The Editor
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of B.J.R.P. found himself in similar trouble several months ago when he decided to devote an issue of
the Journal to this intriguing subject. After writing twenty pages of Mss. based on the knowledge
acquired by Mr. Arthur Greaves in the late 'forties, coupled with information culled from other collectors
he finally dropped the project because he felt that information was still too incomplete. All the same'.
Mr. Shishkin gives some tit-bits of information which are a pleasure to read.
John Lloyd writes a similar article on the Paris-Moscow-Leningrad exhibition as appeared in
B.J.R.P. 40, whilst Michael Carson lists five varieties he has found on recent issues of the U.S.S.R. A
valuable article reprinted from "The War Cover Club Bulletin" by Fre<!eric Patka. "The Belgian Armoured
Car Division in Rus~ia in World Warr· is followed by a note from Dr. C. de Stackelberg on "Perforations
of Early Soviet Air Mail Stamps:· Boris Shishkin contributes a fascinating translation of the preface
to a very early handbook on Russian Zemstvo stamps by D. N. Chudovskii published in Kiev in 1888.
Dr. C. de Stackelberg comments on the intriguing matter of the "K.P." handstamp used in Riga between
1816-1857, and comes finally to the conclusion that the "K.P." stands not for "Konnaja Potchta"
("Horse Post") but "Kasennaja Potchta ·• ("Government Post"). Bulgarian philatelist D. N. Minchev
writes the first portion of an erudite study on "The Russian Posts in Rumania," a "must" for collectors
of this material, whilst the article from "'Filateliya S.S.S.R., No. I" by V. A. Karlinskii on Pushkin's Bow
Tie follows. R. Polchaninolf contribute~. an excellent article on 1941 Samy Control Stamps replete with
some splendid illustrations of stamp-.; and covers. Kurt Adler writes about the expertisation by the
Romanian Philatelic Society (in U.S.) of a cover bearing two Romanov stamps of Rus.5ia, and a further
Romanov surcharged for use in the Levant, cancelled 'ARMATA DE OPERATIUNf-TULCEA25.XH.1917.' Precisely what such an eminent authority as Mr. Kurt A.dler is doing submitting material
to other collectors for expertisation mystifies us. but nevertheless the information certainly make, interesting reading. A further article from "Filateliya S.S.SR."' No. I by V. A. Karlinskii is translated for the
benefit of Rossica members, and concerns the perforation of the January 1925 Soviet issue. Leo Gordon
writes intere5tingly on Early Russian Periodicals held by the Smithsonian fnstitution. These turn out to
be copies of the magazine "MARKI'' published in Kiev between 1896 and 1899. At one time several
copies of this publication were held in our B.S.R.P. Library and we believe Mr. John Reynolds (Cimbridie)
holds an almost complete set in his fine library. Even so, it is most interesting to read Mr. Gordon's
summary of their contents. The conclusion of Schmidt's introduction to "Die Postwertzeichen der
Russichen Landschaftsaemter'' (edited by C. P. Bulak) ic• a valuable addition to our files, and culminates
with a fine pull out map of Zem:,tvo issuing localities. J. F. Chudoba contributes some Auction Notes,
whilst the most interesting issue concludes with the usual "Notes from Colle::tors" and "Book Reviews."
P. T. A.
FJLATEL YA S.S.S.R .. 1967, Numbers I to 7 (January to July). The monthly Journal of the Society of
Philatelists of the U.S.S.R. Price 30K. (in Russian). (50,000 cupies per issue).
With text in Rus:;ian and an indication of contents in several European languages. thi!; popular
Soviet stamp journal continues to offer article; of general and specialist interest in many fields of colllectors' activity. A knowledge of the language greatly increa~e, the value of the material, but included
are regular features such as the complete listing of all Soviet issues in detail, stamps issued by the Pe:,ples·
Republics and Cuba, and all the special cancellations used in the U.S.S.R.
Of more specialist interest is a complete listing of all the postal tariffs from 1923 to 1967, assisting
the collector to appreciate the purpose of various denomina•ions listed in the catalogues both for internal.
external and airmail rates. In No. 3. numbers printed of the 1933-1935 i .sue, form a guide to rarity;
for example the 1935 Engels and Sports series cin only exist in 60,00:J complete sets. The same edition
will also interest Zemstvo collectors with an illustrated article by L. Semenov. Russian watermarks are
featured in No. 4, and No. 5 deals a· length with the I 923-27 definitives, explaining those stamps put into
postal circulation and those sold only to collectors through the Philatelic Bureau. The famous Soviet
design team Boris Lebedev, Lenard Sergeev, and Mark Grinberg (known as the Lesegri group) are shown
in the same volume, this team of collective artists beinr responsible for many of the striking designs of
current Soviet commemoratives.
The use of colour printing makes its impact more frequently in the later isrnes illustrating various
stamps. Accounts of the current spate of stamp exhibitions in connection with the 50th anniversary of
Revolution celebrations denote the growing enthusiasm and maturity of the Russian philatelist as reflected
in his monthly magazines.
V. Karlinsky's paper bound volume "On the way to Stamps" published in 1966 by the Ministry
0
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of Communications Moscow, Price 14 kopecks is a useful guide aimed at the junior collector. Various
chapters give background information to variow; themes in Soviet stamr.,s such as early airmails, charities,
postage-dues, great men of science, artir.ts, Lenin, and so on. Some intere:.ting illustrations show a continuous roll of early definitives before cutting into sheet form. A block of 12 of the 1923 four Rcuble
standard stamps has a curious lattice type of cancel plu<; the more u;,ual circular postmark for the town
of Urdzhar, and finally two page1 showing Imperial and Soviet stamps u•;'.:j in 1921 at Staraya Ru~sa
in combination, and on postal documents.
CENTRAL MUSEUM OF COMMUNICATIONS LENINGRAD. Edited by B. E. Rasin. Primed
by the Ivan Fedorov Printery No. 3, Leningrad in 1961 in an edition of 15,000 copies, Pric:? I R. 22K. (111
Russian).
This cloth bound guide to the famous postal museum named after the Ru::sian inventor of Radio,
A . .S Popov, is a useful volume to have in the stamp library, treating and illustrating many aspects of postal
communications through the ages. From the early courier systems of the 1<?,t11 century to the most modern techniques of the machine world. Much cf the book is devoted to te!cgcaphic and radio inventions
and features examples of early instruments. Postal history and postag,~ stamp-: are on exhibition and
examples of both Imperial and Soviet postage stamps are r.hown in full colour. The chapters on the
communications S"stem at the time of the October Revolution and the Civil War periods could be usefully translated into English, complete with the Revolutionary edicts of the young Soviet state as a special
compliment to the celebrations now in progress in the U.S.S.R., and to add to our knowledge of those
times. A feature of the binding is a reproduction of the 1960 stamp showing the Museum, cancelled
with the special postmark of the post office inside the building.
A. S. WAUGH.

Mention was made on page 37 of B.J.R.P. No. 38 of the se,·ialised article by Or. A. H. Wo;:t:nan
appearing in "The London Philatelist'' which was, in reality, a comme:itary on the display "Ru~sian
Covers and Cancellations'' he gave to the Royal Philatelic Society in January 1954. Tile first two in:;lalments appeared in Dec. 1965 and January 1966, and were the subject of e1rlier co:nmf):tt. The series
has now been completed by further portions appearing in the A,ril 1966, Aug/Sept. 1966, Oct. 1966,
Nov. 1966, Dec. 1966 and Jan. 1967 issue.; of '"The London Philatelist.'' Toeeihcr they c::m~titute a
splendid and authoritative treatise, and offer a splendid run of half-tone re;,roductions of out:;tanding
covers from the Wortman collection. The Aug/Sept. 1966 instalme:1t illu:.~ra~e:; a superbly unusual
cover of 1920 bearing a pair of the imperf. 50/2k. from Admiral Kolchak's Ministry of Supply in Anapa
to the Britir.'1 Military Mission (Evacuation Bureau) then housed in the Cement Works at Novo~ossisk,
if memory serves us right. Other covers shown include some old favourite,, one or two which have
been illustrated in B.J.R.P .• such as a Persian stationery card with the Russian transit postmark of the
frontier town of Gaudan, and an 1889 cover from Samarkand. The O:tober and November 1966 issues
treats us to some fine Levant covers, as well as examples from China and Far East, the Dec. 1966 instalment concentrates on Rail and Ship Cancellations, whilst the final portion published in January last
features mainly Red Cross and other miscellanea. Altogether a sple:1did treatise of permanent value.
France-U.R.S.S. Philatelie. "Le Timbre Sovietique." Edited Gabriel Citerne. No. 14 April 1967. Also
Special Number (1967). Published by the Cercle Philatelique France-U.R.S.S. from 8 rue de la Vrilliere,
Paris fer Priie 2.50 F. (In French).
Two more issues of this valuable periodical are to hand. No. 14 tending to concentrate on recording
new Soviet and French issues of stamps, and a good deal of domestic business of the Cercle. The special
number, however, is devoted entirely to Zemstvo issues and comprises an address give:1 by M. Michel
Liphschutz to l'Academie de Philatelie in June 1964 on the subject; a list of districts issuing Zemstvo
stamps, and the wonderful series of 12 plates of items and covers from the Liphschutz collection which
first appeared in the Ro;;sica Journal.
Journal of Chinese Philately. Issued by the China Philatelic Society of London. Edited by Wg/Cmdr.
P. I. Padget, 30 Clarence Grove Road, Weston-S-Mare, Som. No. 128 (Feb. 1967); No. 129 (Apr. 1967);
No. 130 (June 1967); and No. 131 (Aug. 1967).
Of special interest to collectors of Russia are a series of background notes (April, 1967) prepared
by our member Mr. A. Adgey Edgar on Manchuria for a display in January 1967, similar notes on Sinkiang (June 1967 issue) by Dr. Mochi for a display in March 1967, and an interesting article by P. I. Padget
on Bi-Lingual Cancellations of the Kwantung Territory (i.e. Port Arthur and Dairen) 1950-1955.
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Norman Hill's splendid magazine "T.P.O." (organ of the T.P.O. and Seaport Society) sports
two interesting Russian cancellations in the Nov./Dec. 1966 issue. One is a large single circle postal
wagon cancellation reading P. V. PERM-NYTVA and dated 16.8.33. The magazine states this cancellation was only in use for a short time (why?). The cancellation obliterates .an adhesive on cover
addressed to Riga. The second item is a modern 1966 U.S.S.R. can~llation prepared for the ship Alexander Pushkin and reads Leningrad-Montreal 13.IV.-13.V.1966 and pre;umably used on the round trip
from Leningrad. The Jan./Feb. 1%7 issue illustrates a cancellation used on board the Soviet icebrfaker,
Lmin. The text read:; "ATOMNYI LEDOKOL "LENIN" MURMANSKAYA OBLAST" and is
dated 23.1.66. In B.J.R.P. 39 (page 34) we mentioned (from the May-June 1966 issue of " T.P.O.") a
1965 cancellation reading LENINGRAD POCHT. TSEKH. 7. Dr. Luchnik (Obninsk) advises us that
it is not a T.P.O. (as we thought), but that 'Tsekh" is an abbreviation for the old word 'expeditsiya,' or
'department,' and cancellations bearing this inscription are used at the large:;t Post Offices. Dr. Luchnik
sends us examples from Moscow and Leningrad.

MEETING REPORTS
The 97th Meeting of the Society wa~ held at 41, Devonshire Place, W. I on the 11th March, 1967.
Mr. Eades presided, there were 19 members also present and many of us were particularly pleased
to welcome to the meeting Mr. Drennan after an absence of several ye1rs. Apologies for absence were
received from Me:-~rs. Ashford, Kellaway, Handford and Knighton.
After the previous minute3 had been confirmed, the following applicants for membership we re
elected:
·
I. GUST, l, Cr6Jwick Street, E. Brighton. S.6, Victoria, Australia.
I. LAPINER, 39-23 49th Str. Long Island City, L.I., New York 11104, U.S.A.
N. EPSTEIN, 33 Crooke Ave, Brooklyn, N .Y. 11226, U.S.A.
ROGER ROBERT, 3, rue du Roussillon, 77-Fontainebleau, F1ance.
Dr. A. KOHANE, P.O. Box 238, 1211, Geneva, Switzeiland.
R. PAUL YELLEN, 7021-, Forsyth Blvd., University City, MO.63105, U.S.A.
PAUL WOLANSKY, 6621, York Rd, Parma Height:;, Ohio, 44130, U.S.A.
N. C. WARR, 274, Kew Rd, Kew Gardens, Surrey.
B. RIGBY-HALL, Rigby Hall Postal History Auctions, 31, Richmond Hill, Bournemouth.
The Secretary then read a letter from Mr. Bojanowicz confirming his wish to present a Trophy
to the Society. It was proposed by Dr. Wortman and seconded by Mr. Peel that Mr. Bojanowicz be
asked to present it on the occasion of the Annual Competitions in January, 1968, this date being appropriately enough the 100th meeting of the Society. This was unanimously agreed to by all.
A second letter wa~ read from the Hounslow Philatelic Society who would like another visit from
B.S.R.P. members, to give a display of "pre-Soviet Russia." From the two dates offered, the one in
November, 1967 seemed to appear the most popular. Mr. Lloyd was instructed to notify their Secretary
of this and to say that Mr. Peel would no doubt make the final arrangements as on a previous occasion.
Packet Superintendent's Report. In Mr. Kellaway's absence, Mr. Eades read the following report:
"Since the last meeting two packets value £550 have been sent out. Four packets have been broken up,
sales £180." Mr. Kellaway empha!;ises the urgent need for more material in all groups except Soviet.
Mr. Combridge, our Librarian said he had nothing to report other than that he had bought the
Estonian Catalogue for the Library.
Any Other Business. Our President told members how in recent months certain Stanley Gibbons
album sheets were changing in texture and colour, and no longer matched those of recent years. Complaints had so far produced no results and it was suggested that members should make a united effort
to bring home to Messrs. Stanley Gibbons how unsatisfactory this was.
On the Committee's recommendation Mr. Eades then asked for a volunteer for the post of Minute
Secretary to help Mr. Lloyd at the meetings. There was unfortunately no response and it was then left
to an appeal being made in this report . As Hon. Secretary I do ask for a member to take down the
Minutes at our meetings, this is so that I might deal with other matters arising from an increasing correspondence.
Philatelic Congress of Great Britain, Cambridge. A letter from Mr. Handford who has
again offered to represent the Society at Congress this year, asks that two other members be nominated
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to attend as our delegates and that they bring along with them material for display at the "Russian Study
Circle." As no member present wished to attend Congress as repre:;entative of the B.S.R.P. the meeting
asked that the Secretary appeal to members not present. Mr. Combridge did say that he would be
attending Congress as a representative for the Brighton Philatelic Society and if necessary he would act
in a dual capacity.
After business was concluded, Mr. Solomon of the Air Mail Society gave a talk and display of
"Air Mail Covers of the Soviet Union and Allied Countries." In his vote of thanks Mr. Pe~l mentioned
rare items from this collection. Mr. Droar seconded this vote of thanks and all present were in
agreement.
The 98th meeting of the Society was held at 41, D::vcnshire Place, W. I. on 20th May, 1967.
Mr. Eades presided and there were 19 members abo present. Apologies for absence were received
from Messrs. Ashford, Bailey, Bojanowicz, Kalmus, Knighton and Townsend.
Mr. Eades reported the death of Mr. Tweedale, members standing in :;ilent tribute.
Captain Rogers-Tillstone was congratulated on being awarded the Philatelic Congress Medal
by the Philatelic Congress of Great Britain.
After the previous minutes had been confirmed. the Secretary announced that Mr. N. C. Warr
had agreed to become Minute Secretary, and that he had been co-opted to the Committee in this capacity.
The following applicants for membership were elected :Mrs. CAROLYN M. FRAKE, 363, Tennessee Lane, Palo Alto, Calif. 9~-306, U.S.A.
Monsieur GUY RUMEAU, Lycee Louis-le-Grand, 123, rue Saint-Ja-::ques, Paris, 5e, France.
The Socretary then stated that he had attended the first East Midlands mee.ing at Mr. Evans' home
in Leicester on the 6th May, which unfortunately was not very well atteaded, there being only five members present. It was however, a very plea,.ant afternoon. and Mr. Evans wa~ thanked on be~alf of the
Society for his ho,.pitality.
Packet Superintendent's Report: The March, April and May packets (total value £<'.').~,) are no·.v
in circulation.
It is regretted that, owing to non-payment of subscriptions. some name~ will have: to be removed
from the circulation list. This action has to be taken to comply with the conditions of the insurance
scheme.
There then followed a discussion on whether or not unpaid mcmbc,s ::.hou!d be sent a reminder
that this subscription is due. Mr. Eades, our Treasurer, said that this year only half of the ::.ubscriptions
had been received to date.
In the past a reminder has been inserted in the re;>ort of the A.G.M., and it was agree.d that the
matter be left entirely to the Secretary to put reminders in all future reports.
Mr. Combridge, our Librarian, reported that he had as yet be;)n unahle to buy a copy of the
Schmidt Zemstvo Catalogue, and that he would contact the Pre3ident and Secretary if one came up at
an auction.
After business was concluded, Mr. Handford gave a talk and display of Zemstvos. As can be
expected, it was most interesting, so much so, that it was imn,ediately decided to ask our friend Cliff to
give a repeat performance next May, of material not seen this time. In his vote of thanks Mr. Peel mentioned rare items from the displa)'. and particularly comm.elided the covers. Capt. Rogers-Tillstone
seconded the vole of thanks and all present were in agreement.
Among the many rarities on display were:ALATYIR
PSKOV
BUGULMA
GRIAZOVETS
SHCHIGRY
CHISTOPOL
USTSYSOLSK
ZOLOTONOSHA
GADIACH
BERDYANSK
LUBNY
CHEMBAR

No. 1 :
one of the 3 known copies.
No. 1
No. 1:
one of 2 known copies.
Nos. 1 and 2
No. 2
No. '.!
No. 1
3k. 1902
No. 1
1882 on laid paper.
Nos. 1 and 2
the "no value" blue.
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YEGORYEVSK
Nos. 4 and 5
LOKHVITZA
1914:
the lk. grey-lilac error of value in a po5itiomJ block.
A comprehensive study of the State Printing Works type-.; and a number of rare and attractive
covers were also included.
·

THE ZEMSTVO GAZETTEER (Continued)
Fred W. Speers
Malmyzh (Vyatka Government)
Stamp Issuing Period: 1869-1897.
Malmyzh, a small river port, is situated in the extreme south central portion of Vyatka government. Like Nolinsk, Urzhum and Vyatka itself, principal reason for the trading activity was the Vyatka
river. Ninety miles below Malmyzh the Vyatka joins the Kama which then goes on to join the Volga.
The area around Malmyzh was an agricultural one with cereal grains and hemp as principal crops. Malmyzh's population in 1900 was about 3,50G. In addition to agriculture, its people also engaged in papermaking and in the fashioning of drapes, ropes and cords.
Stamps: Malmyzh, which commenced issuance of zemstvos in the same year as Kotelnich. had
five principal issues appearing in two chief designs. Its initial issue was a small (20 by 14mm.) oblong
with inscriptions on each side and the value of 2 kopecks in a centre oval. A later modification of this
design was followed by issuance in 1876 of a new design centred around a decoratively curved and notched
shield in the centre of which was the figure "2" for 2 kopecks. The shield rests upon a netted background
of wavy vertical linec; and the figure of value is repeated in small circles in each corner. The initial appearance of this stamp wa:; marked by scalloped lines around the edges imitating perforation. Later these
lines were dropped although the stamps were still issued imperforate. All Malmyzh stamps were of 2
kopecks value and were lithographed in solid colours, such as black or shade5 of red or blue. Coloured
red or blue paper was used in some of the later issues.
Nolinsk (Vyatka Government)
Stamp Issuing Periodc;: 1867-1880, 1910-1920.
Nolinsk, a small agricultural community in south central Vyatka government, is on a southerly
flowing tributary of the Vyatka river. The region is devoted principally to the raising of cereal grains
with some flax and hemp also being grown. Dairy cattle also are raised here. The people of Nolinsk
attained some distinction for their handicraft in fashioning small household articles of wood. The town ·s
population in 1900 was about 3.500. (Note: Nolinsk was renamed by the Soviets as Molotovsk).
Stamps: Nolinsk's zemstvo-issuing history is unique in that it is divided into two p~riods separated by three decades (1880-1910). The reason for the interruption remains obscure although the answer
may lie in the community's small size and slowness in developing sufficient commercial demand to use the
facilities provided. There is even uncertainty over the year of Nolinsk's first issue. Schmidt puts a
question mark after 1867; Chuchin, Herrick, Moens and Gibbons agree on 1871. In all, Nolinsk is
credited with 13 issues appearing in eight designs and including surcharges on its later stamps. The
earliest ones were typeset with some showing ovals enclosing a large figure 2 for the only value in kopecks
issued. They appeared on coloured paper, some coloured through and some with glazed surface. It
was in 1876 when the first illustration appeared. It was that of a goose flying to the left. The goose
appeared in Nolinsk stamps from then on. In 1915, values of l , 3, 5 and 6 kopecks were added and two
years later the 3 and 5 kopeck values were issued as provisionals with 30 and 50 kopeck values surcharged
respectively on them in black.
Sarapul (Vyatka Government)
Stamp Issuing Period: 1893-1913.
Sarapul, a large and busy port on the Kama river, is situated in the extreme south-eastern part of
Vyatka government on its boundary with that of Perm. It is the centre of a farming region and its industries include food-processing plants, distilleries, tanneries and saw mills. Boots, especially for export to
Siberia, as well as shoes and gloves are manufactured here. The city included a school for teaching the
making of lace and it also boasted a large municipal library. Its population grew from 12,367 in 1855 to
21,395 in 1897. The city was founded in the 16th century as a Russian fortress on the main trade route
to Siberia.
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Stamps: Sarapul had only one design of stamps-the Bakhmut type of the St. Petersburg "key
plate" design. This appeared in several printings and although all Sarapul stamps were of 2 kopecks
value they appeared in several solid colours, including orange, carmine, brown, green and shades of blue.
The coat of arms on the shield in the centre of the design showed in the upper half the Vyatka device of
an arm holding a bow and arrow thrust out from a cloud at the right. In this instance the arrow slants
downward to the left instead of being pointed horizontally to the left as in the case of Vyatka. There is
a small cross above the upper half of the drawn bow£tring. The lower half of the field shows a stone fortress or kremlin atop a hill. Schmidt reports that during the period of 1897-1913, there were 317,000
stamp~ printed for Sarapul, which is an unusually large order for zemstvo postal usage.

Urzlmm (Vyatka Government)
Stamp Issuing Period: November 29, 1891-1912.
Urzhum, a river port on the south-ea.1terly flowing Vyatka, Ii~. between Kotelnich, and Malmyzh
in the south central section of the government. It is about 110 miles south south-east of the capital city
of Vyatka. Like Sarapul, 120 miles due east, Urzhum is on the northern edge of the fir-spruce-oak
forested belt across this section of eastern Russia in Europe. Growing of hemp and the raising of pigs
and poultry were principal occupations of the people of Urzhum whose population in 1900 was about
4,000.
Stamps: Urzhum emitted seven issue:; of stamps appearing in four principal designs, the last of
which was of the St. Petersburg "key plate" variety of the Ardatov type. As was the case with Malmyzh,
all of Urzhum's stamps were of 2 kopecks value. (Chuchin notes, incidentally, instances of the first stamp
being bisected). Urzhum's first design, copied two years later by Belebey in Ufa government, showed
a coat of arms on a shield in the centre with the upper half of the field displaying the Vyatka device of
an arm thrust from a cloud holding a bow and arrow. The lower half shows a standing duck facing left.
Small circles with the figure "2" in them appear in each corner of the stamp. Urzhum's next stamp of
similar design eliminated the Vyatka device from the coat of arms leaving the duck alone in the shield
but this time swimming to the left. This presentation of the duck is retained in an oblong-shaped (24½
by 2lmm.) used from 1898 until 1905. When the St. Petersburg "key plate" stamps appeared in that
year, the Vyatka device had been re:;tored to the coat of arms and the Urzhum duck which now looked
more like a chicken was back on land again. The stamp was typographed in brown. All other Urzhum
stamps were lithographed in solid shades of blue, green or rose red. Only the 1898 issue was bi-coloured,
appearing in black and shades of blue.
Vyatka (Vyatka Government)
Stamp Issuing Pe: iod: December, 1896-July, 1905.
Vyatka, capital city of the government of the same name, is in the north central section of the
government and is situa~~d on the southerly flowing VyaJ~a river down w?ich are transported many of
its products to smaller c1t1es of the government. Vyatka lies nearly 400 miles north-easterly of Moscow
and about 300 miles west of Perm. The city, founded in 1181 as Khlynov by the Novgorodians, is built
on steep hills overlooking the river. It is on the rail line that links St. Petersburg with Vladivostok. The
city is an active trading centre for corn, leather. tallow, candles, soap, wax and paper as well as its own
manufactured goods which include ;;ilver and copper wares and ecclesiastical ornaments. A large cathedral dedicated to St. Alexander-Nevsky and several churches are located here. Vyatka's 1900 population was 24,800.
Plundered by the Tatars in 1391 and M77, the city was annexed to Moscow in 1482 by Ivan the
Third and in 1780 was given the name of Vyatka. (Note: In 1934 the Soviets changed the name to Kirov).
The city was the scene of cl.isorders in protest against heavy taxes in 1648 and again in the 1880s.
Stamps: Vyatka, last city in its government to igsue zemstvo stamps, had only two issues, the final
one appearing in I ~05 being of the St. Petor~burg "key plate" variety of the Ardatov type. Its first issue
was square and the design so placed that when the stamp wa:; upright it rested on a corner. The figure
"2" for the 2 kopeck value wa·; in small circles in each corner above and below a shield in the centre and
also in each corner flanking the shield. The shield bore the coat of arms of Vyatka-an arm holding a
bow and arrow thrust from a cloud at the right and a cross near the upper part of the bow. It was lithographed in red brown. The final issue, of which 50,000 were issued, was in blue. Vyatka also issued a
medicine tax stamp like that of Kotelnich in 1915.
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YEKATERINOSLAV GOVERNMENT

(Six zemstvo-issuing cities: Bakhmut, Yekaterinoslav, Mariupol, Novomo:;kovsk, Pavlograd and
Verkhne-Dneprovsk).
Periods of zemstvo activity within the government: 1866-1876, 1896, 1901.
Yekaterinoslav government is located in south central Russia and is bounded on the north by
Poltava and Kharkov governments, on the east by that of the Territory of the Don Cossacks, on the southeast by the Sea of Azov, and on the south and west, respectively, by the government of Taurida and
Kherson.
The surface of Yekaterinoslav government is that of an undulating steppe, sloping gently from
north to south and drained by the Dnieper and Don rivers and their tributaries.. Although there are
occasional droughts (the average rainfall is about 15 inches annually), in its fertile black soil are grown
wheat, cereals, potatoes, tobacco and grapes.
Area: 22,478 square miles. Population (1897): 2,118,946, which was nearly double the 1860 figure
of 1,138,750.
In trade, export of cereals is a major factor. It is shipped out largely by way of the Dnieper and
rail lines which also serve the port of Mariupol. There are some iron works and agricultural equipment
making. Fishing is a common occupation along the Don and the Dnieper.
Most of the population are Little Russians with some Great Russians, Greeks, Germans, Rumanians and gypsies. Jews constitute about 5 per cent of the population.
Poles occupied the area in the late 16th and early 17th centuries, but in 1636 the Cossacks took over,
yielding the land to Russia in the 18th century under Catherine II whose name it honours.
Principal cities other than those issuing zemstvos included Nikopol (21,282 in 1890); Alexandrovsk
and Slavyanosersk, (28,434 and 3,120 respe~tively in 1897).
Bakhmut (Yekaterinoslav Government)
Stamp Issuing Period: 1901.
Bakhmut lies 136 miles east of Yekaterinoslav, principal city of the province of that name and in
which both are situated. Bakhmut is close to the river from which it takes its name and which is a tributary of the Kalmous which flows into the Sea of Azov. Coal, salt, alabaster and quicksilver are found
in this locality which also has the salt springs whose existence gave the origin of Bakhmut its impetus.
Steel rails are manufactured here.
Bakhmut's 1897 population was 19,416.
Stamps: Bakhmut had only one issue of stamps, appearing on 20th March 1901, in two values.
They were of l and 3 kopecks in value and of brown lilac and light green in colour, respectively. This
issue constitutes one of the five basic "key plate" designs for issues prepared and printed at the Government Printing Works, St. Petersburg. The design i-. that of a coat of arms with a circle centred in the
shield, both of which are bisected horizontally.
Yekaterinoslav (Yekaterinoslav Government)
Stamp Issuing Period: 1872-1876.
Yekaterinoslav, capital of the government or province of the same name, lies 673 miles southsouthwest of Moscow and it is situated on the right bank of the Dnieper above a series of rapids. It is
a depot for timber floated down the Dnieper and also for cereals moved by river boat. There are tobacco
factories and breweries and trading in cattle, horses and wool is active. Three great annual fairs helped
its economy.
The city's population in 1861 was placed at 18,882 without inclusion of its suburbs.
Yekaterinoslav was founded by Potemkin in 1786, who placed it on the site of the old Polish castle
of Koindak, erected in 1635 and later destroyed by the Cossacks. Catherine II laid the foundation for
the city's cathedral in 1787. Paul I changed the city's name to Novo-rossiysk, but the original name was
restored in 1802.
Stamps: The city issued only one stamp, but that was in two printings and the date of the second
printing is unknown. The design of the stamp, which was for 5 kopecks, featured the year 1787-date
of the cathedral's founding-in a series of concentric circles. Colour was light green and the stamps
were lithographed.
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Mariupol (Yekaterinoslav Government)
Stamp Issuing Period: 1871-1875.
Mariupol, a port city of 52,770 population in 1900, is on the north shore of the Sea of Azov at
the mouth of the Kalmius river, 67 miles west of Taganrog. The population figure includes those of
the city's two suburbs-Mariinsk aRd Kara-su. Mariupol is also the southern terminus for a railroad
link with Karlovka to the north.
Principal occupations were fishing, agriculture, cattle breeding, the manufacture of leather goods,
agricultural implements, small iron articles and bricks. The community exported about eight times the
value of its imports.
The city's site was inhabited in remote times under the name of Adamakha; the present city developed from a town built in 1779 by Greek emigrants from the Crimea.
Stamps: There were four issues of imperforate stamps in two rather similar designs and all of 5
kopecks value. The design is that of a large "V" with a moon and cross between the arms. The figure
value "5" appears in each corner. The first design appeared in only one printing; the other in three.
All were lithographed in black on whitish or grey paper.
Novomoskovsk (Yekaterinoslav Government)
Stamp Issuing Period: 1896.
Novomoskovsk is situated 16 miles northeast of the city of Yekaterinoslav on the right bank of
the Samara river, a tributary of the Dnieper. Formed by the incorporating together of several small
villages, Novomoskovsk stretches for seven miles along the river bank. Its population in 1897 was 12,862.
·
Farming wa~ the principal occupation of the inhabitants although there were tanneries in the city
itself. Trading in horses, cattle, skins, tar and pitch were other occupations.
The nearby monastery of Samarsko-Nikolayevskiy attracted many pilgrims.
Stamps: Novomoskovsk issued only one stamp. It was printed in black on rose paper and its
value was 3 kopecks. The design consisted of a shield in a rectangular frame. Upper half of the shield
showed a half-risen sun framed in the upper half of an eight-pointed star. Lower half of the shield showed
a short Persian-like sword lying across its scabbard.
Pavlograd (Yekaterinoslav Government)
Stamp Issuing Period: 1869-1884.
Pavlograd, which in 1897 had a population of l 7,188, is an inland city 38 miles east of Yekaterinoslav in the agricultural cattle and horse raising sector of its government. Thanks to its location on the
Kharkov-Sebastopol railroad and on the Samara river, a small tributary of the Dnieper to the west, it
was a shipping point for the crops of the region.
Stamps: Pavlograd emitted four issues of stamps, all of 5 kopecks in value, in three designs. Two
of the designs were octagonal in format and the third was circular.. All featured a shield with a horse,
facing left, in the upper half and a diagonally-placed band (from upper left to lower right) in the bottom.
Only minor differences are noted between the two similar design~. All issues except the last were in solid
shades of blue and the last was in reddish lilac.
Verkhne-Dnyeprovsk (Yekaterinoslav Government)

Stamp Issuing Period: 1866-1876.
Verkhne-Dnye;Jrovsk, 40 miles northwest by west of Yekaterinoslav, is on the south bank of the
Dnieper which flows easterly at thi:; point. It is about 170 miles due north of the Crimea. VerkhneDnyeprovsk is an agricultural community whose population in 1897 was 11,607. It lies about at midpoint on the road which links Yekaterinoslav with Kremenchug, allowing the town's agricultural produce
to flow toward both of those larger cities.
Stamps: Verkhne-Dnyeprovsk emitted seven issues of stamps, some of which are exceedingly rare.
They appeared in six principal designs, five square in format and one oval. All were typographed, all
were imperforate, all were 4 kopecks in value and all were limited to letters and figures with no ornate
designs except for borders. Colours were single colours for each issue : black, shades of blue and red
violet.
( Concluded)
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THE EDITOR REGRETS
Since June, the Editor has been working in London, much of his spare time having been taken up
with travelling between Bristol and London. In the forseeable future he will have little time to devote
to the Journal, and has most reluctantly informed the Committee that after six years as Editor, and a
further four years prior to that date assisting by typing and arranging material, he cannot undertake to
continue in 1968. The Committee will therefore be appointing a successor to the present Editor at the
Annual General Meeting in October, 1967.

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE

"Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad" by S. D. Tchilinghirian and W. S. E. Stephen
Part I: Constantinople, The Danubian Principalities, Bulgaria and Roumelia.
Part II: Black Sea, Aegean Ports, Syria, Palestine, Egypt, Crete, Ship Mail in the Levant.
Part III: Persia, Khanates of Bukhara and Khiva, Sin-Kiang.
Part IV: Ukyankhai, Mongolia, China Proper, The Lyao-Tung Leasehold.
Part V: Manchuria, Chinese Eastern Railway.
Part VI: Ship Mail to Korea and Japan, Russian-America, and Supplement.
Each part (96 pages) price 30/- or 4.50 Dollars (U.S.), Postage free, from W. S. E. Stephen, 94 High
Street, Aberlour, AB3 9QA, Banffshire, Scotland.

"The Postage Stamps of Armenia" by S. D . Tchilinghirian and P. T. Ashford
Part I: The Framed Monograms (62 pages). Price 7/6 or 1.15 Dollars.
Part Il: The Unframed H P Monograms. Out of print.
Part Ill: The H H Monograms (60 pages). Price 20/- or 3.00 Dollars.
Part IV: The Pictorials. (64 pages). Price 27/- or 4.00 Dollars.
Part V: Check List. (16 pages). Price 10/- or 1.50 Dol'ars.
Postage free from P. T. Ashford, Robins Bush, Sixty Acres Close, Failand, Bristol.

"Ukraine: The Shagiv Issues" by I. L. G. Baillie
46 pages, including 15 pages of illustrations.
Price 18/- plus 6d. postage, from I. L. G. Baillie, 8 Cote Park, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol (U.S.
3.00 Dollars, postage free).
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